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An unusual behavior of anaphors is to occur in embedded subject positions and be bound across a finite clause boundary by a matrix subject. This thesis, however, demonstrates that such constructions exist in Malki Arabic, besides other languages. First, this thesis shows that the clause size of the embedded clause in which subject anaphors are allowed is CP and not always a TP. Second, in light of current reductionist approaches to binding domains of the classical binding theory to phase theory, a cross-clausal binding relation bears issues to those approaches, as a long-distance antecedence relation crosses a phase boundary. Taking long-distance bound subject anaphors as the main empirical focus in this thesis, I show that the cross-clausal binding relation in Malki Arabic is not bona fide evidence against reducing binding domains to phases. Following Wurmbrand (2019) and Lohninger et al. (2022), I propose that constructions with long-distance bound subject anaphors theoretically resemble cross-clausal A-dependencies, like hyperraising and long-distance agreement, for undergoing movement to a position in the edge of the embedded clause and showing similar properties. Third, I show that reducing binding domains to whole phases is plausible, but taking spell-out domains as binding domains is untenable. Finally, the
proposal suggested in this thesis also sheds lights on the possibility of the anaphor agreement effect as an interface condition, in addition to highlighting an account for the accusative-marked embedded subject in Modern Standard Arabic.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This introductory chapter serves to provide essentials for the points addressed in this thesis. Section 1.1 provides an overview of the problem tackled in this thesis along with the contributions the thesis makes to the syntactic analyses of anaphors, the internal structure of embedded clauses, anaphor agreement effect, and the accusative embedded subject in Arabic. In Section 1.2, a necessary grammatical background on Malki Arabic is included. Section 1.3 provides a summary of each chapter.

1.1 OVERVIEW

Anaphors behave differently in being locally and/or long-distance bound by their antecedents. The distribution of long-distance bound anaphors varies cross-linguistically. In embedded clauses, some languages allow anaphors to occur in the object position and/or the subject position. Chinese, for instance, allows long-distance anaphors in the object (1a) or the subject (1b) position in the embedded clause.

(1) Mandarin Chinese
a. Zhangsan, renwei [ Lisi hai-le ziji_i/j ].
   Zhangsan think [ Lisi hurt-ASP self ]
   ‘Zhangsan thought that Lisi_i hurt himself_i/j’ (Huang & Tang 1991:263)

b. Zhangsan, shuo [ ziji_i kanjian-le Lisi ].
   Zhangsan say [ self see-PERF Lisi ]
   ‘Zhangsan said that he_i saw Lisi.’ (Huang & Liu 2001:168)

Since the introduction of the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995 et seq.), alternative proposals to account for binding adhering to the principles of the Minimalist Program and dispensing with the vestige of the Government and Binding Theory (indices
and government) have been suggested. Among these proposals are the movement analysis (Hornstein 2001, Drummond, Kush & Hornstein 2011, *inter alia*), Agree-based analysis (Kratzer 2009, Hicks 2009, Reuland 2005, 2001, 2011, Rooryck & Vanden Wyngaerd 2011, among others) and the phase-based analysis (Quicoli 2008, Lee-Schoenfeld 2008, Despić 2015, Charnavel & Sportiche 2016). Approaches taking a phase-theoretic view on locality have aimed at reducing binding domains to whole phases (Lee-Schoenfeld 2008, Quicoli 2008) or spell-out domains (Charnavel & Sportiche 2016). Taking long-distance bound subject anaphors into account, the cross-clausal binding relation between an anaphor and its antecedent might seem to be problematic to the reduction of binding domains to phases. This thesis however shows that such constructions with long-distance bound subject anaphors are not in opposition to the phasal approach to binding domains. Similar to configurations involving cross-clausal dependencies, long-distance binding involving subject anaphors in embedded clauses involves a movement to the edge of the embedded clause, following the analyses of Wurmbrand (2019) and Lohninger et al. (2022) which aim at explaining cross-clausal A-phenomena.

This thesis, therefore, contributes with the addition of novel empirical data on the existence of subject anaphors in Malki Arabic to the set of other languages that allow anaphors in the subject position. Taking long-distance bound subject anaphors, like (2), as the main empirical focus, the thesis explores the explanatory power of the current analyses which adopt phase theory to account for the domains of Binding Theory. Within such an approach, the thesis also offers an analysis that shows that assuming phases as binding domains is on the right track and long-distance subject anaphors are derived from
A question that might arise is whether subject anaphors bound cross-clausally are possible to be in the same phasal binding domain with its antecedent. I argue that subject anaphors can be bound by their antecedents in the same binding domain via movement to the edge of the embedded clause. As a consequence, subject anaphors become accessible and bound by their antecedent in the same phasal binding domain. In the light of two views on when spell-out is triggered, taking whole phases rather than spell-out domains as binding domains comes from the result of the moved subject anaphor not being contained in the same spell-out domain of the antecedent. The anaphor and its antecedent can however be in the same phase. I furthermore show that the complement clause of the verb \( \ddot{\text{d}}\text{ana} \) ‘believe’ in Arabic is a Complementizer Phrase (CP) and not only a Tense Phrase (TP). In contrast to the usual view on the CP-domain in Arabic as an \( A' \)-domain, I provide evidence showing that the CP-domain can include A-properties which in turn indicate the presence of a landing site for arguments in the left periphery of the embedded CP clause. Following Wurmbrand (2019) and based on the argument for the A-behavior of the CP-domain in Arabic, I argue that the long-distance behavior of the bound subject anaphors is reduced locally because the configuration with subject anaphors bound cross-clausally is similar to a cross-clausal A-dependency in which movement to a position transparent to an element in another domain is required. In addition, two theoretical
implications are entertained in this thesis: showing that the anaphor agreement effect can be an interface condition and that embedded accusative-marked subjects in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) can also be a case of movement to the same position to which the embedded subject anaphor moves for accessibility reasons.

1.2 MALIKI ARABIC: GRAMMATICAL SKETCH

The data in this thesis is mainly drawn from Malki Arabic which is a spoken variety of Arabic and is spoken in the southwestern area of Saudi Arabia with approximately 20,000 speakers from the Bani Malik tribe. This particular dialect is an undocumented and unstudied dialect of Arabic in the literature\(^1\), in contrast to Najdi Arabic, Hijazi Arabic and other Arabic dialects which are to some extent (well-)studied in the syntax literature.

Like most Arabic varieties, Malki Arabic has a rich morphological system. Verbs in Malki Arabic can be inflected for tense, aspect, subject-agreement in number, person and gender, and voice. Similar to MSA and other Arabic vernaculars, Malki Arabic is also a pro-drop language in which subjects can be omitted and their lexical content can be understood from the inflectional agreement on the verb, as can be seen from the optionality of the subject in (3).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(3) Malki Arabic} \\
\text{(huuh) faaf al-bint fii as-souq.} \\
\text{he saw.3SG.M the-girl in the-mall} \\
\text{‘He saw the girl in the mall.’}
\end{align*}
\]

\(^1\)As a native speaker of Malki Arabic, the judgements on the data in this thesis are my own. With some instances of data, a confirmation with other native speakers of the dialects has been sought.
Like Jordanian Arabic (Jarrah 2019), among others, Malki Arabic takes the SVO as the unmarked word order. Nevertheless, like MSA (Mohammad 2000), Malki Arabic allows all the six logical word orders, as can be seen in (4).

\[ \text{(4) Malki Arabic} \]

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{a.} (ʔhmad) ikil at-tuffaha. 
      Ahmed ate.3SG.M the-apple
      'Ahmad ate the apple'

  \item \textbf{b.} ikil (ʔhmad) at-tuffaha.
      ate.3SG.M Ahmed the-apple
      Ahmad ate the apple'

  \item \textbf{c.} ikil at-tuffaha (ʔhmad).
      ate.3SG.M the-apple Ahmed
      'Ahmad ate the apple'

  \item \textbf{d.} ?(ʔhmad) at-tuffaha ikil-aha.
      Ahmed the-apple ate.3SG.M-3SG.F
      'Ahmad ate the apple'

  \item \textbf{e.} ?at-tuffaha ikil-aha (ʔhmad).
      the-apple ate.3SG.M-3SG.F Ahmed
      'Ahmad ate the apple'

  \item \textbf{f.} ?at-tuffaha (ʔhmad) ikil-aha.
      the-apple Ahmed ate.3SG.M -3SG.F
      'Ahmad ate the apple'
\end{itemize}

Note that the SOV, OVS, and OSV word orders are acceptable in the context where the subject in (4d) is left-dislocated and the objects in (4e) and (4f) are fronted-focused DPs.

Embedded finite clauses in Malki Arabic can be headed by an optional overt complementizer \textit{inn} ‘that’. Although all word orders are possible in single clauses in Malki Arabic, the word order in embedded clauses is constrained. As can be seen in (5), only the SVO order can be possible without resumption nor the attachment of a clitic to
the complementizer. Embedded clauses with sentences of the VSO word order, as in (5b), are possible upon the presence of a clitic attached to the complementizer. Embedded clauses with sentences of VOS and SOV are not allowed, as shown by the ungrammaticality of (5c) and (5d), respectively. The word orders that utilize resumption are the OVS and OSV. As sentences (5e) and (5f) show, the OVS and OSV sentence structures in embedded clauses are cases of left-dislocation and can only be allowed if the object has a resumptive pronoun attached to the embedded verb.

(5) Malki Arabic

a. fahad ya-guul (inn) ?hmad ikil at-tuffaha.  
   Fahad 3SG.M-say COMP Ahmed ate.3SG.M the-apple  
   ‘Fahad says that Ahmed ate the apple’  
   SVO ✓

b. fahad ya-guul inn-*(uh) ikil ?hmad at-tuffaha.  
   Fahad 3SG.M-say COMP-3SG.M ate.3SG.M Ahmed the-apple  
   ‘Fahad says that Ahmed ate the apple’  
   VSO ✓ / C-PRN VSO ✓

   Fahad 3SG.M-say COMP ate.3SG.M the-apple Ahmed  
   ‘Fahad says that Ahmed ate the apple’  
   VOS ✗

d. *fahad ya-guul (inn) ?hmad at-tuffaha ikil-(aha).  
   Fahad 3SG.M-say COMP Ahmed the-apple ate.3SG.M-3SG.F  
   ‘Fahad says that Ahmed ate the apple’  
   SOV ✗

e. fahad ya-guul (inn) at-tuffaha ikil-*(aha) ?hmad.  
   Fahad 3SG.M-say COMP the-apple ate.3SG.M-3SG.F Ahmed  
   ‘Fahad says that Ahmed ate the apple’  
   OV-RP S ✓ / OV-ØS ✗

f. fahad ya-guul (inn) at-tuffaha ?hmad ikil-*(aha).  
   Fahad 3SG.M-say COMP the-apple Ahmed ate.3SG.M -3SG.F  
   ‘Fahad says that Ahmed ate the apple’  
   OSV-RP ✓ / OSV-Ø ✗

MSA exhibits different patterns of agreement on the verb in SVO and VSO word orders. With SVO order (6a), the verb must always show full agreement in number,
person, and gender. The verb in VSO order, on the other hand, can only show a partial agreement with the postverbal subject in person and gender, as shown in (6b).

(6) MSA
      the-boys-NOM read-3PL.M the-lesson-ACC
      ‘The boys read the lesson’
      read.3SG.M the-boys-NOM the-lesson-ACC
      ‘The boys read the lesson’ (Soltan 2006)

As sentences (7) show, in Malki Arabic the verb must always exhibit full agreement with the subject, be it preverbal (7a) or postverbal (7b).

(7) Malki Arabic
   a. al-?iyyal ikil-uu/*Ø at-tuffaha.
      the-boys ate-3PL.M/*3SG.M the-apple
      ‘The boys ate the apple’
   b. ikil-uu/*Ø al-?iyyal at-tuffaha.
      ate-3PL.M/*3SG.M the-boys the-apple
      ‘The boys ate the apple’

The uniformity of full agreement with both SVO and VSO sentence structures has also been observed in Jordanian Arabic (Jarrah 2017), Moroccan Arabic (8), and Lebanese Arabic (9), as pointed out in Aoun et al. (1994).

(8) Moroccan Arabic (Aoun et al. 1994)
      slept.3SG.M/slept-3PL.M the-children
      ‘The children slept.’
   b. l?wlaad *n?as/n?as-u.
      the-children slept.3SG.M/slept-3PL.M
      ‘The children slept.’
Another property that sets Malki Arabic apart from MSA is the absence of overt grammatical case marking. Malki Arabic does not realize morphological case on nouns, adjectives, or some adverbs. The loss of overt case realization can also be noticed in most spoken varieties of Arabic. Case is realized, however, on pronouns in being either morphologically free or cliticized. When pronouns are marked with nominative case, they stand alone as a free morpheme (10a). Pronouns marked with accusative or genitive case become cliticized to a complementizer for the former (10b) or to preposition for the latter (10c).

(10)  Malki Arabic

a. hassaan gaal inn hiih saafar-at al-3anaub.
   Hassan.NOM said.3SG.M COMP she.NOM traveled-3SG.F the-south
   ‘Hassan said that she travelled to the south.’

b. hassaan gaal inn-ha saafar-at al-3anaub.
   Hassan.NOM said.3SG.M COMP 3SG.F.ACC traveled-3SG.F the-south
   ‘Hassan said that she travelled to the south.’

c. χuluud ta-la‘ab muʕ-uh/*muʕahuuh.
   Kholoud 3SG.F-play with-3SG.M.GEN/*with him.NOM
   ‘Kholoud plays with him.’

Another instance of morphological realization of case in Malki Arabic can be found with negative polarity items (NPI) like ʔabad ‘never’. As illustrated in (11), the NPI is marked with accusative case by the suffix -aa.
Malki Arabic therefore shares multiple similarities with the other spoken varieties of Arabic in showing insensitivity of verbal agreement to whether the subject follows or precedes the verb in the sentence structure. Furthermore, the loss of overt case marking seems to be another property of Malki Arabic that puts this dialect among the other varieties of Arabic and separates it from MSA which shows morphological case and different agreement patterns that are sensitive to the position of the subject with respect to the verb position in the sentence structure. For the structure of the embedded finite clause, Malki Arabic allows sentences with SVO word order but not with VOS and SOV. Embedded clauses with VSO, OVS, and OSV in Malki Arabic are constrained by the presence of a clitic on the complementizer for the former and resumptive pronouns in the latter word orders.

1.2.1 Reflexives

Reflexivity in Malki Arabic can be marked on the following nouns: nfs ‘soul’, rooh ‘soul’, and ṣumr ‘age’. This group of nouns is marked for reflexivity with a pronominal suffix which agrees with the noun it refers to in gender, number, and person, as can be seen in Table 1.1. Thus, the nominal structure of reflexives in Malki Arabic, similar to English and MSA, is complex, meaning that the reflexive is comprised of a particular set of nouns, plus an attached pronoun (as stated in Reinhart & Reuland 1993). Malki Arabic does not have simplex reflexives such as ziji in Mandarin Chinese, zich in Dutch, and sig in Icelandic which hold a default agreement, regardless of the number, gender,
and person properties of the referring expression.

The paradigm in Table 1.1 also indicates special properties of reflexives in Malki Arabic related to case and gender. Reflexives in Malki Arabic are not marked for case, as shown by having the same form of the reflexive with the nominative, accusative, and genitive cases. That reflexives do not carry a morphological case is not surprising because nominals in Malki Arabic do not show overt case marking. For gender, the reflexive nfs in the first person is syncretic for gender. Specifically, the singular form nafs-i ‘myself’ and plural form nafs-anaa ‘ourselves’ of the reflexive can be used in the same morphological form for the feminine and masculine genders in the first person.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MASC.</td>
<td>FEM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td></td>
<td>nafs-i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td></td>
<td>nafs-i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN</td>
<td></td>
<td>nafs-i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td></td>
<td>nafs-ak</td>
<td>nafs-ik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>nafs-ak</td>
<td>nafs-ik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN</td>
<td></td>
<td>nafs-ak</td>
<td>nafs-ik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td></td>
<td>nafs-uh</td>
<td>nafs-aha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>nafs-uh</td>
<td>nafs-aha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN</td>
<td></td>
<td>nafs-uh</td>
<td>nafs-aha</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1. Grammatical Paradigm for Reflexive nfs in Malki Arabic

Similar to reflexives in English and other languages, the reflexive in Malki Arabic can take any antecedents whose $\phi$-content (person, number, and gender) agrees with the one of the reflexives. As can be seen in (12), the reflexive has total agreement with its antecedent; otherwise, the antecedence relation does not hold.
With regards to the syntactic distribution of the reflexive \textit{nfs} in Malki Arabic, the reflexive can occur in object and subject positions. In single clauses, the reflexive can only be in the object position. Compared to the sentence in (12a) above, the sentence in (13) is ill-formed because reflexives cannot be the subject of a monoclause, but rather must be the object in the clause. This property of reflexives in single clauses follows from the restriction that reflexives need be preceded by their antecedents.
In verbless sentences (without main verbs), Malki Arabic allows reflexives to follow adjectives, as can be seen in (14) in which the reflexive is in a position after the adjective $\ddot{d}a\dot{a}l\dot{i}m$ ‘unjust’.

(14) Malki Arabic

al-walad kaan $\ddot{d}a\dot{a}l\dot{i}m$ nafs-uh.
the-boy was unjsut.3SG.M self-3SG.M
‘The boy was unjust to himself.’

Besides their availability in the object position of monoclausal sentences, Anaphors in Malki Arabic can also appear in the object position of embedded clauses. In bi-sentential clauses, the reflexive can be found in the object position. The reflexive moreover can only be co-referring with the closest agreeing-nominal in the clause, as illustrated in (15):

(15) Malki Arabic

$\ddot{f}$abiir, ti-hassib [ (inn) mayyayam, ti-hub nafs-aha $s\dddot{a}/j$ ].
Abeer 3SG.F-believe [ COMP Mary 3SG.F-love self-her ]
‘Lit. Abeer believes that Mary loves herself.’

Different from MSA and similar to languages like Tamil (Sundaresan 2012), reflexives in Malki Arabic can also be seen in the subject position of the embedded clause with verbs of knowledge and belief, like $h\ddot{a}si\dot{b}$ ‘believe’, $f\ddot{u}uf$ ‘see’, and $huu\dot{u}$ ‘feel’, as demonstrated in (16), but not with other verbs like ‘say’ in (16d).

(16) a. $\ddot{f}$abiir, ti-$h\ddot{a}si\dot{b}$ [ (inn) nafs-aha $s\dddot{a}/j$ bi-ta-rooh al-mataar ].
Abeer 3SG.F-believe [ COMP self-her FUT-3SG.F-go the-airport ]
‘Lit. Abeer believes that herself will go to the airport.’
b. ḥabībirī ta-fauuf | (inn) nafs-ahā/i/ṣ/j bi-ta-drus al-haasib |.  
Abeer 3SG.F-see | COMP self-her FUT-3SG.F-study the-computer science |  
‘Lit. Abeer sees that herself will study computer science.’

c. ḥabībirī ta-hauus | (inn) nafs-ahā/i/ṣ/j bi-ta-fuuz bi-l-ẓaa?izah |.  
Abeer 3SG.F-feel | COMP self-her FUT-3SG.F-win PREP-the-prize |  
‘Lit. Abeer feels that herself will win the prize.’

Abeer 3SG.F-say | COMP self-her FUT-3SG.F-study the-computer science |  
‘Lit. Abeer says that herself will study computer science.’

Similar to its behavior in the embedded object position, the reflexive in the embedded subject position can only be anteceded by the closest agreeing-noun. When the reflexive is embedded under multiple clauses with subjects with the same ϕ-content, the reflexive can only co-refer with the subject of the verb ‘believe’, as can be seen in (17):

(17) faḥad₃m ya-guul | inn muḥammad₃m ya-ẓalim li-juusif j | inn ẓali₃m  
Fahad 3SG.M-say | COMP Mohammad 3SG.M-tell to Yousef | COMP Ali  
yā-haṣṣib | (inn) nafs-uhā/i/ṣ/j/ṣ/k/ṣ/m bi-ya-rooh al-maṭaar |].  
3SG.M-believe | COMP self-3SG.M FUT-3SG.M-go the-airport |]  
‘Fahad says that Mohammad tells Yousef that Ali believes that himself will go to the airport.’

The description of reflexives in Malki Arabic shows an interesting phenomenon of anaphors occurring in a subject position and anteceded across a finite clause. The long-distance antecedence relation in Malki Arabic raises questions and challenges to current syntactic treatments of locality, following minimalist constructs like phases. The constructions with long-distance bound subject anaphors are the main empirical focus of this thesis because they appear to bear a challenge to hypotheses of reducing binding domains (especially of Binding Condition A) to phase theory.
1.3 THESIS ORGANIZATION

The thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter 2 provides an extensive background on anaphors\(^2\), and their long-distance behavior cross-linguistically. This chapter also includes the previous theoretical work on anaphors and introduces the puzzle of this thesis. Furthermore, I discuss the implication of long-distance subject anaphors to analyses proposing phases as binding domains and whether the definitions of exemption postulated in these approaches apply to the kind of subject anaphors in Malki Arabic.

Another point discussed in chapter 2 is that long-distance subject anaphors do not incur violation to the anaphor agreement effect. Chapter 2 ends with a preview of the proposal I suggest to explain how the long-distance antecedence relation between the subject anaphor in the embedded clause and the antecedent in the matrix clause holds, assuming phasal binding domains.

The focus of chapter 3 is the clause size of the complement clause of the verbs that allow long-distance anaphors. I show that the complement of the verbs of knowledge and believe, especially *hassib*, is not always a TP but can rather be a CP with an overt complementizer. I also argue that the clause where we find the subject anaphor is not an Exceptional Case Marking (ECM) construction based on evidence from Binding Condition B, among others.

In chapter 4, I show that long-distance binding in Malki Arabic is not a counterexample to the phasal approach to binding domains even though it superficially seems to be. I thus suggest a cross-clausal analysis for the long-distance anaphoric

\(^2\)I use the terms reflexives and anaphors interchangeably. I do not include reciprocals in the term, however.
relation, in line with previous analyses of long-distance phenomena, like agreement and hyperraising. I also provide explanations of why subject anaphors can occur with a subset of verbs and not with others. I show that the suggested proposal does not only account for the long-distance binding relation, but it also provides insights on the prospect of the anaphor agreement effect as an interface (post-spell out) condition and it might be able to explain the accusative-marked embedded subject in MSA. Finally, in chapter 5, a conclusion of the arguments suggested in this thesis is provided.
CHAPTER 2
THE PUZZLE

In this chapter, I introduce anaphors and their types based on their distributional properties. I particularly address their properties through the Classical Binding Theory (Chomsky 1981, 1986), the co-argumenthood theory of binding (Reinhart & Reuland 1993, Reuland 2001, Pollard & Sag 1992, among others), and the phase-theoretic approaches to the binding domains (Lee-Schoenfeld 2008, Charnavel & Sportiche 2016, among others). I also touch upon the implication of the long-distance subject anaphors on current conditions and definitions of exemption of anaphors from Condition A of the Binding Theory, especially based on the phasal analyses of binding domains.

Furthermore, I show subject anaphors do not violate the anaphor agreement effect (Rizzi 1990) and that Malki Arabic does not utilize any of the strategies that other languages employ to obey such effect. Finally, a preview of the solution for the puzzle, along with theoretical goals of the thesis, is illustrated at the end of this chapter.

2.1 ANAPHORS

Per the Classical Binding Theory (Chomsky 1980, 1981, 1986), anaphors, such as reflexives and reciprocals, are linguistic elements that typically seek a referent denoted by an antecedent which is already part of the prior information given in the sentence. The antecedence (dependency) relation between an anaphor and its antecedent is not established in a vacuum. Rather, this relation is regulated by distributional properties of anaphors concluded in the Binding Condition A of the Classical Binding Theory: this
condition states that an anaphor must be bound in its governing category (Chomsky 1981)/local domain (Chomsky 1986).\(^3\) In order for the anaphor to be bound, it must be c-commanded by and co-indexed with its antecedent. An antecedent c-commands an anaphor if the antecedent does not dominate the anaphor and every category that dominates the antecedent dominates the anaphor (Chomsky & Lasnik 1993:518). Here ‘dominate’ refers to the relation in which both the antecedent and the anaphor are hierarchically under the non-branching node (the maximal projection) that includes the antecedent and the anaphor. The c-command requirement holds when the antecedent cannot be the sister of the anaphor since c-command requires the former be higher hierarchically and asymmetrically c-command its sister which includes the latter, the anaphor. The sentences in (18) illustrate the c-command requirement for the Binding Condition A. In (18a), the anaphor herself is structurally higher than (thus c-commands) its antecedent Mary, hence this sentence is ungrammatical because it violates Condition A of Binding Theory. This is however not the case in (18b) where the antecedent Mary c-commands the anaphor herself, abiding by Condition A of the Classical Binding Theory.

(18) a. *Herself, likes Mary.
   b. Mary, likes herself.

For the requirement of the anaphor to occur in the local domain of its antecedent, the governing category is the minimal projection that includes the anaphor, the governor of

\(^3\)The Classical Binding Theory also includes pronouns, empty categories, PRO/pro, and referring expressions in the following conditions:

(i) (B) A pronominal must be free in its governing category.
   (C) A Referring expression must be free.

Because anaphors are the main focus of the thesis, the main discussion will only involve the Binding Condition A.
that anaphor, and accessible SUBJECT (Chomsky 1981:211). The governing projections might be a TP, small clause, infinitival clause, or Determiner Phrase (DP). Possible accessible SUBJECTs could be the subject in the specifier of TP, a possessor in the specifier of DP/NP, or Agr. For instance, in constructions like (19) the binding domain for the reflexive *himself* is TP₂ or CP₂, not the higher TP₁ or CP₁.

(19)  
\[
\left[\text{CP}_1 \left[\text{TP}_1 \text{Yousef}_i \text{said} \left[\text{CP}_2 \text{that} \left[\text{TP}_2 \text{Fahad}_j \text{likes} \text{himself}_i/j\right]\right]\right]\right].
\]

Thus, only *Fahad* is the legitimate binder and the accessible SUBJECT in the binding domain (here TP₂). The anaphor cannot be bound by *Yousef* because it does not occur in the same domain of the reflexive. Moreover, the subject in the specifier of TP₂, *Fahad*, is the only accessible SUBJECT in that binding domain.

### 2.1.1 Long-distance Anaphors

However, local anaphors are not always the norm across languages, even in English. Languages like Dutch, Icelandic and Chinese have long-distance anaphors which do not obey the locality requirement of the Binding Condition A and can be anteceded by elements occurring outside their local domain, thus so-called long-distance or exempt (as called in Pollard & Sag 1992) for obviating Binding Condition A,⁴ as can be seen in Icelandic (20), Mandarin Chinese (21), and English (22), translations are mine for the sentence from Icelandic.

---

⁴ Not all long-distance anaphors have an antecedent, however. Languages like English and other languages include logophors, which are anaphors that are boundless: they do not require an antecedent in the sentence or an antecedent understood in the discourse (i).

(i) People_i like yourself_j are crazy about analyzing data from different languages.

The logophoric behavior of anaphors was noted in Ross (1970), Cantrall (1974), and Kuno (1972, 1975). Similarly, as noted in Postal (1970), reflexives with the form picture+NP can occur in a position not c-commanded by any antecedent (ii).

(ii) A picture of myself would look nice on that wall. (Reuland 2011: 44)
In Icelandic, as shown in (20), the anaphor sig can be bound by three possible antecedents: ‘John’ which is the highest subject, ‘Mary’ as the subject of the relative clause, and ‘Harold’ the local subject in the domain of the anaphor. Similarly, the anaphor ziji in (21) can take either the noun ‘Lisi’ in its local domain (namely the embedded clause) or the matrix subject ‘Zhangsan’ as its antecedent. As can been seen in (22), although the domain of anaphor himself in English is the lowest embedded clause, it is bound by the antecedent Tom, the subject of the highest clause. The difference between the long-distance bound anaphors in English, on one hand, and Icelandic and Mandarin Chinese, on the other, is that the anaphors in the latter languages are monomorphemic and unmarked for gender, hence allowing multiple potential antecedents, despite the difference between ‘John’ and ‘Mary’ in gender. In English, on the other hand, a pronoun is attached to the reflexive and it indicates which nominal should be targeted as a potential antecedent, matching for person, number, and gender. The terminological use of monomorphemic anaphors and reflexives like those in English will be
further defined when the predicate-based approaches to binding are addressed, especially
Reinhart & Reuland (1993), among others.

2.1.2 Long-distance Subject Anaphors

As we have seen earlier, anaphors like sig in Icelandic, zibun in Japanese, and ziji in
Mandarin can be found in the object position in the embedded clause and be bound
cross-clausally by the matrix subject. An empirical question that can arise is whether
there are languages that allow anaphors in the embedded subject position and to have
matrix subjects as their antecedent. The answer to this question is positive. Subject
anaphors are attested in Mandarin, Tamil, and Icelandic in (23), (24), and (25),
respectively.

(23) Mandarin Chinese (Huang & Liu 2001:168)
Zhangsan_i sluo [ ziji_i kanjian-le Lisi ].
Zhangsan say [ self see-PRF Lisi ]
‘Zhangsan_i said that he_i saw Lisi.’

(24) Tamil (Sundaresan 2012)
Raman_i [ taan_i, j paris-æ d₃ejkka-poo-r-aan-nmʉ ]
Raman.NOM [ ANAPH.NOM prize-ACC win-go-PRS-3SG.M-COMP ]
kanqdupidji-tt-aan.
find.out-PST-3SG.M
‘Raman found out that he was going to win the prize.’

(25) Icelandic (Maling 1984)
Hún sagði [ að sér þætti vænt um mig ].
she_i said [ that self_i.DAT was.SBJV fond of me ]
‘She said that she was fond of me.’

In all the sentences above, the embedded anaphors are bound across a finite clause
boundary, which is in fact their local binding domain. The anaphors ziji, taan, and sér
are all in antecedence relations with subjects in the higher clause, namely Zhangsan,
Raman, and the pronoun ‘she’, respectively.

Unlike Tamil and the other languages above which allow the simplex anaphors (in the sense of Reinhart & Reuland 1993) in the languages above, as we have seen in chapter 1, Malki Arabic allows complex anaphors in the embedded subject position and to have an antecedence relation with an element in the matrix clause. As illustrated in (26a), the complex anaphor *nafs-aha* in the embedded subject position can only be bound across a finite clause by the matrix subject ‘Abeer’. It is not, however, possible for the same anaphor to have the matrix subject as its antecedent when the anaphor is in the object position. As shown by the ungrammaticality of (26b), when the anaphor ‘herself’ is in the object position of the embedded clause, it cannot be bound by the subject ‘Abeer’ in the matrix clause.

(26)  
Malki Arabic

a. َfabiri, ti-hassib [ (inn) nafs-aha/i\_s\_j bi-ta-rooh al-matbaar ].
   Abeer 3SG.F-believe [ COMP self-her FUT-3SG.F-go the-airport ]
   ‘Lit. Abeer believes that herself will go to the airport.’

b. َfabiri, ti-hassib [ (inn) mayyayam\_\_j ti-haub nafs-aha/i\_s\_j ].
   Abeer 3SG.F-believe [ COMP Mary 3SG.F-love self-her ]
   ‘Lit. Abeer believes that Mary loves herself.’

From these items of data, two remarks are worth mentioning. First, that the anaphor must be anteceded indicates that the logophoric interpretation is barred in this language (See footnote 4). Another important remark to point out is that the long-distance bound anaphor in (26a) contradicts the observation of Pica (1987) that long-distance anaphors tend to be monomorphemic, as we have seen above with *taan* in Tamil,\(^5\) *sig* in Icelandic.

\(^5\)The anaphor *taan* in Tamil can be marked for number. See Sundaresan (2012) for more discussion about the monomorphemicity of anaphors.
zibun in Japanese, and ziji in Mandarin. Although the anaphor in (26a) shows full agreement with its antecedent (complex), it is bound cross-clausally by the matrix subject (long-distance binding).

### 2.2 LONG-DISTANCE ANAPHORS: THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A brief typological survey shows that there exist languages with anaphors that can be bound outside their local domains, contra Condition A of the Classical Binding Theory. In the literature, several analyses within the Government and Binding Theory (GB), predicate-based theory of binding, and analyses built on minimalist concepts, like phases, have been suggested to account for the properties of long-distance (bound) anaphors, e.g., Charnavel & Sportiche (2016) and Charnavel (2019). I am going to address these analyses below.

#### 2.2.1 The Classical Binding Theory

In the Classical Binding Theory, especially the Binding Condition A, long-distance binding of anaphors is reduced to local anaphors via covert movement of anaphors to the inflectional domain (INFL) (Lebeaux 1983, 1984, Chomsky 1986). Another approach in this vein is treating anaphors as adjuncts to their antecedents via head movement from INFL to another INFL in the matrix clause (Pica 1987, Cole et al. 1990, Cole & Sung 1994, Cole & Wang 1996, among others). A further analysis by Huang & Tang (1991) suggests an XP-movement besides the IP-adjunction of the anaphor beneath the antecedent.6

Because long-distance anaphors are typically anteceded by subjects, as noted in

6Because some long-distance anaphors adjoining to the embedded IP can be c-commanded by an object in the matrix clause, Cole et al. (2006) propose that the VP should be the landing site for the anaphor instead of the IP. See Charnavel (2019) for a detailed discussion.
Icelandic and Italian (Koster & Reuland 1991, Giorgi 2006), it was proposed that long-distance (monomorphemic) anaphors move from INFL to another INFL covertly at LF. In examples like (27), the long-distance anaphor each other moves at LF from the embedded nominal in the subject position to adjoin INFL via head movement. In this position, the anaphor becomes local to its antecedent, as illustrated in (27b) where the anaphor adjoins INFL that has the licit antecedent. The interpretation thereby holds between the antecedent and its trace in the canonical position in the embedded clause (a government relation per GB terms, see Chomsky (1986:175) for more details).

(27) a. The children thought that [s [IP pictures of each other] were on sale].
   b. The children each other-INFL thought that [s [IP pictures of e] were on sale].

(Chomsky 1986)

In the XP-movement approach to long-distance binding, Huang & Tang (1991) suggest the covert phrasal movement to an adjunct position in IP. This approach is motivated by sentences like (28a) where multiple antecedence interpretations are possible with the anaphor ziji in Mandarin which can have Wangwu in (28b), Lisi in (28c), or Zhangsan in (28d) as its binder. As can be seen in (28), the landing position of the anaphor with each possible anaphoric interpretation is the specifier of IP of the clause which contains the binder.

(28) Mandarin Chinese (Huang & Tang 1991:273)
   a. Zhangsan_\textsubscript{k} manyuan Lisi_\textsubscript{j} chang shuo Wangwu_\textsubscript{i} bu xihuan ziji_\textsubscript{i/j/k}.
      Zhangsan complain Lisi often say Wangwu not like self
      ‘Zhangsan complained that Lisi often said that Wangwu does not like self’
   
   b. Zhangsan_\textsubscript{k} manyuan [Lisi_\textsubscript{j} chang shuo [Wangwu_\textsubscript{i} bu xihuan ziji_\textsubscript{i}]]
   
   c. Zhangsan_\textsubscript{k} manyuan [Lisi_\textsubscript{j} chang shuo [ziji_\textsubscript{j} [Wangwu_\textsubscript{i} bu xihuan t_\textsubscript{j}]}}
d. Zhangsan

Although the approaches of reducing long-distance anaphors to local anaphors had success in accounting for why long-distance anaphors are usually monomorphemic and subject-oriented, besides being parsimonious in nature in reducing two categories of anaphors into one category, these LF-movement approaches encounter problems with anaphors which can be long-distance bound outside islands (see Huang & Tang 1991 and Cole et al. 2006). Moreover, a problem to the head movement explanation is the violation of minimality, a condition which states that movement should not move across potential landing sites. The movement of the anaphor from one INFL to another is just a perfect obviation case for the minimality condition. Namely, it is not clear why head movement should proceed from INFL to another despite the availability of positions like the heads $v$ and $C$ (in some languages that allow I/T-to-C movement).\footnote{See Charnavel (2019) and Sundaresan (2012) for more discussion about why movement approaches to long-distance binding are untenable.}

\subsection*{2.2.2 Co-argumenthood Approaches to Binding Theory}

In the co-argumenthood (also called predicate-based) approaches to Binding Theory (Reinhart & Reuland 1993, Reuland 2001, 2011, \textit{et seq.}), anaphors are partitioned morphologically into two types: simplex or complex. Simplex anaphors have a default form and do not show agreement in number, gender, and person with their antecedents. Instances of simplex anaphors are \textit{zich} in Dutch, \textit{sig} in Icelandic, \textit{ziji} in Mandarin Chinese, and \textit{zibun} in Japanese. Complex anaphors, in contrast, show agreement in gender, number, and person with their antecedents. Some of complex anaphors are the \textit{pronoun-self} in English and \textit{nfs-pronoun} in Arabic.
In the co-argumenthood approach to anaphors, the Binding Condition A is redefined based on whether an anaphor is a co-argument of a predicate, rather than the distribution of the anaphors and their antecedents, as the case with the Classical Binding Theory. Anaphors must have co-arguments of the same predicates in order for them to be bound. Otherwise, Condition A does not apply to anaphors which occur as an argument of a different predicate other than the predicate of the external argument: these anaphors are thus called ‘exempt anaphors’ as they are not included under Condition A. Exempt anaphors can be found in English (29), where *himself* is not an argument of *put* whose external argument *John* is the antecedent of the complex anaphor.

(29)  \[ \text{John}_i \text{ put the book behind himself}_{i,*i}. \]

Per the coargumenthood-based analyses of binding, exemption applies to anaphors which occur as the only argument of a syntactic predicate and cannot be anteceded by a co-argument, as with the case in English with the form *picture of SELF* where reflexives are considered the sole argument of the predicate *picture* (Pollard & Sag 1992, Reinhart & Reuland 1993, Reuland 2011, a.o.). A further scenario in which anaphors are exempt is when they occur in a conjoining phrase embedded in the predicate argument, as shown in (30).

(30) a. Max\(_i\) boasted that the queen invited Lucie and *himself\(_i\)* for a drink.

b. It angered him\(_i\) that she invited a man like *himself\(_i\).*

(Reinhart & Reuland 1993:670)

For the predicate-based approaches to binding, exempt anaphors are not co-arguments with possible antecedents while true anaphors are (Pollard & Sag 1992, Reinhart &
Exempt anaphors are only defined based on their distributional properties with respect to a predicate and argued to be influenced by discourse-related constraints, such as perspective (Pollard & Sag 1992) and/or focus and logophoricity (Reinhart & Reuland 1993).

In sum, the predicate-based theory of binding does not attempt to reduce long-distance anaphors into local anaphors. Exempt anaphors are rather of special type of anaphors. This theory thus does not explain how long-distance anaphors can be bound by an antecedent.\footnote{See Charnavel (2019:21-22) for problems with the predicate-based analyses of binding.} As far as long-distance subject anaphors in Malki Arabic and other languages are concerned, the Binding Condition A of the co-argumenthood approaches does not apply to these anaphors because they are not co-arguments with their antecedents and of the same predicate. Subject anaphors are thereby exempt from Condition A.

### 2.2.3 Minimalist Analyses of Anaphors

Since the introduction of the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995 \textit{et seq.}), alternative proposals to account for binding adhering to the principles of the Minimalist Program have been suggested. Among these proposals are the movement analysis (Hornstein 2001, Drummond et al. 2011, among others) and Agree-based analysis (Kratzer 2009, Hicks 2009, Reuland 2005, 2001, 2011, Rooryck & Vanden Wyngaerd 2011, a.o.). Another group of studies has suggested that binding domains can be reduced to the phase theory of locality (Quicoli 2008, Lee-Schoenfeld 2008, Despić 2015, Charnavel & Sportiche 2016).

The focus of the rest of this section is the phasal analyses of anaphors, as the problem this thesis investigates is related to the binding domains. Moreover, the other
minimalist approaches utilizing movement and Agree assumed a similar version of phases to account for binding domains. Before addressing the phasal approaches to binding, a background overview of phase theory is provided.

### 2.2.3.1 Theoretical Background: Phases

Chomsky (2000, 2001) proposes that the derivation proceeds in stages, so-called phases. A phase is a full propositional unit and “semantically and phonologically coherent and independent” (Chomsky 2004:124). Structurally, a phase is composed of two elements: the edge (its head and specifiers) and spell-out domain (its complement). The definition of phase above implies that not any group of merged lexical items can constitute a phase and that only CP and vP are phases. What is special about these phrases is that they carry the information structure of the discourse (event and tense structure) for the CP at its edge and a complete argument structure (a predicate and its external and internal arguments) for the vP (Chomsky 2001, 2008).

Another important aspect of phase theory is the point at which a phasal complement becomes opaque to syntactic operations like movement and agreement. Based on

---

9The opposite view is that the status of phasehood can be dynamic as a result of head movement (den Dikken 2007, Gallego 2010). In other words, a phrasal category can be a phase at a point in the derivation, and then that same phrase, when it undergoes head movement, can lose its phasehood status. Such approach defines phases not on the basis of centrality of uninterpretable features (Chomsky 2008) or being propositional or the argument structure (Chomsky 2000, 2001), but rather based on the configuration of subject and predicate.

(i) a. \[[XP X [HP ZP [H, H YP]]]\]
   b. \[[XP WP [X, X [HP [H, H YP]]]]\]

Briefly, in (i) the head H is a phase in (ia) and YP is the spell-out domain, but when H moves to X, H is not the phase anymore. The phasehood status transitions to X (ib) and the spell-out domain becomes HP and its elements.

Chomsky (2000, 2001), two views on when the spell-out/transfer of the phasal complement is triggered have been suggested in two versions of the Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC): strong PIC (PIC_1) and weak PIC (dubbed PIC_2, following Müller 2004). One view is derived from PIC_1 in (31) where spell-out occurs as soon as the phase is complete, meaning once all elements (specifiers, head, and complement) are merged. Per PIC_2 in (32), the instant the head of the higher phase is merged, the complement of the phase is transferred to the interfaces and the elements become inaccessible for any further computational operations.

(31) **Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC_1)** (Chomsky 2000:108):
In a phase α with head H, the domain of H is not accessible to operations outside α, only H and its edge are accessible to such operations.

(32) **Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC_2)** (Chomsky 2001:14):
Given the structure \[ZP \ Z \ldots \ [HP \, α \, [H' \, H \, YP \,]]=], where H and Z are phase heads, the domain of H is not accessible to operations at ZP; only H and its edge are accessible.

Another restrictive proposal for the timing of spell-out of the phasal complements is suggested by Chomsky (2008) who argues that the valuation of ϕ-features on phasal heads is what triggers Transfer. In particular, it is Agree that triggers the transfer of the spell-out domain to the interface: as soon as the ϕ-features of a phase head are valued, the complement of that phase is transferred to the interfaces.
2.2.3.2 Phase-based accounts of binding domains

Since the introduction of phases in Chomsky (2000, 2001), different views have been proposed to reduce binding domains to phase theory. The phase-theoretic concept of locality has been specifically employed to the Binding Condition A.\footnote{Furthermore, several studies provided analyses suggesting phasal domains for the Binding Condition B (Lee-Schoenfeld 2008, Quicoli 2008) and other studies argued for the elimination of the Condition altogether, claiming that Binding Condition B can be derived from economy principles like last resort (Hornstein 2001, Hicks 2009).} In these approaches, the binding domains are argued to be either whole phases (Lee-Schoenfeld 2008, Quicoli 2008) or the smallest spell-out domains (Charnavel & Sportiche 2016). Both views agree on the cyclicity of Binding Conditions and on that the anaphor and its antecedent need to be in the same domain. The domain for the whole-phase approach is the same phase that ‘contains’ the anaphor and its binder: e.g., \(\text{vP}\) and \(\text{CP}\). The binding domain for the other phase approach, on the other hand, is the ‘Spell-Out domain’ of a phasal head, such as a tensed TP and DP. Consider (33).

(33) a. Abeer\(_i\) says that Mary\(_j\) hates herself\(_i/j\).

b. \([\text{CP} \text{Abeer}\(_i\) says \text{CP} \text{that} \text{TP Mary}\(_j\) \text{vP <Mary}\(_j\) hates herself\(_i/j\) ]]]\).

The anaphor \(\text{herself}\) can only have the embedded subject \(\text{Mary}\) as its possible antecedent, but not the higher subject \(\text{Abeer}\). Under the assumptions of the whole-phase approach, this is expected because the anaphor \(\text{herself}\) must be bound in the embedded phase \(\text{vP}\) (the legitimate binding domain). At a previous stage in the deviation, the licit antecedent \(\text{Mary}\) is merged at its agent thematic position at the specifier of \(\text{vP}\), as shown in (33b), where both the anaphor and its binder are contained in the same phase. Thus, the higher antecedent is barred from binding the anaphor since it does not occur in the
binding domain of the anaphor, here the vP phase. According the proposal that binding domains can be reduced to spell-out domains (Charnavel & Sportiche 2016), the reason why the anaphor *herself* in (33a) cannot co-refer with subject of the main clause, here *Abeer*, is that the antecedent and the anaphor are not in the same TP. The only possible anaphoric interpretation, therefore, is with the subject of the embedded clause, *Mary* since they are both in the same spell-out domain, namely the embedded TP.

According to the phasal approaches to binding, anaphors are constrained by the following conditions: the whole-phase approach (34a) and the spell-out domain approach (34b).

(34) Phasal Binding Condition A

a. A reflexive must be bound in its phase. (Lee-Schoenfeld 2008:291)

b. A plain anaphor must be bound within the Spell-Out domain containing it. (Charnavel & Sportiche 2016:71)

According to these analyses, constructions wherein an anaphor and its antecedent occur in different domains/phases are not possible, like (35a) in English and schematized in (35b).

(35) a. *Mary believes that *herself* knows Bill. (Charnavel & Sportiche 2016:72)

b. *Mary believes \[CP that \[TP herself knows Bill\]].

For the whole-phase approach, (35b) is ungrammatical because the anaphor and its antecedent are not contained in the same phase, namely the phase CP. Per the analysis of Charnavel & Sportiche (2016), the embedded tensed TP, the smallest spell-out domain, only contains the anaphor but not the binder *Mary*, hence the sentence is barred.

Although the examples in (33a) and (35a) appear to be innocuous to both phasal
approaches to the binding domain of the Condition A, taking long-distance anaphors into consideration, however, bears issues to these approaches. As we have seen above, the distributional properties of anaphors vary from one language to another. In some languages, anaphors can only be locally bound, while others allow cross-clausal binding relations. One of latter languages is Malki Arabic, along with Tamil, Mandarin Chinese, and Icelandic, as we have seen earlier in Section 2.1.2.\textsuperscript{12} In these languages, subject anaphors can be anteceded across a finite clause boundary, as can be seen in Malki Arabic (26a), repeated below as (36a).

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textit{Malki Arabic}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textit{ibiir}, ti-hassib [(inn) [ nafs-aha\textsubscript{i/j} \text{bi-ta-rooh} al-ma\text{ṣa\textsubscript{a}}}].
\begin{tabular}{l}
Abeer 3SG.F-believe [COMP self-her FUT-3SG.F-go the-airport ]
\end{tabular}
\begin{tabular}{l}
‘Lit. Abeer believes that herself will go to the airport.’
\end{tabular}
\item \textit{ibiir}, ti-hassib [CP (inn) [TP nafs-aha\textsubscript{i/j} [vP <nafs-aha\textsubscript{i/j}> bi-ta-rooh al-ma\text{ṣa\textsubscript{a}}}]].
\end{enumerate}
\end{enumerate}

If the locality of binding to is be reduced to phasal domains, sentence (36a) is predicted incorrectly to be impermissible, as the anaphor is not bound in its phase, namely the lower vP or CP, or the smallest Spell-Out domain, here tensed TP, as illustrated in (36b)

Although long-distance anaphors are not discussed in the whole-phase approach, anaphors in the embedded subject position (as in (36a)) are treated in the Spell-Out domain approach as exempt from the phasal Binding Condition A in (34b), given the exemption definition of Charnavel & Sportiche (2016) in (37), taken from Charnavel (2019).

\textsuperscript{12}In this thesis, the arguments that follow will be built based on data from Malki Arabic.
An anaphor is exempt if it is not bound or if its binder is outside the smallest spell-out domain containing it. (Charnavel 2019)

However, such a definition does not explain how the subject anaphor can be bound across a finite clause boundary, i.e., outside its phasal/spell-out domain. One proposal for explaining the bound (and unbound) interpretations of long-distance anaphors suggests that every spell-out domain contains a logophoric center (LogP), headed by a silent operator $\text{LogOp}$ (Charnavel 2019). Such logophoric center regulates the binding variation among long-distance anaphors. However, as to be shown in the current proposal in this thesis, such stipulated null operators are not necessary, at least with subject anaphors (in Malki Arabic). Therefore, I suggest that long-distance bound embedded subject anaphors are not exempt based on at least a structural, phasal-based definition of exempt anaphors, similar to (37).

2.2.4 Anaphor Agreement Effect: Embedded Subject Anaphors

A pivotal topic related to subject anaphors is the anaphor agreement effect (Rizzi 1990). As noted in Reuland (2011), no condition (in the predicate-based theories of binding) can prevent complex-anaphors from occurring in a subject position in a finite clause since they are fully specified for their $\phi$-features. However, this does not predict why complex anaphors in English (38) cannot occur in a subject position. Reuland concludes, based on the argument of Anagnostopoulou & Everaert (1999), that this issue is a result of the morphosyntax of anaphors.

13Similar proposal is suggested in Sundaresan (2012) and her subsequent work. Sundaresan argues that long-distance anaphors are evidence of a perspectival phrase with a silent operator that co-varies for $\phi$-agreement and regulates the bound and free interpretations of long-distance binding.
(38) *Himself/John plays football.

Anagnostopoulou & Everaert (1999) argue that the possibility of subject anaphors in Modern Greek are due to the similarity of their internal and external syntactic structure to the structure of a possessive NP. When the anaphor _ton eafto tu_ occurs in the object position (39a), it is assigned an accusative case. When it occurs in a subject position (39b), however, it is assigned a nominative case. The case assigner is the article which is specified for φ-features.

(39) Modern Greek (Anagnostopoulou & Everaert 1999:106-8)

a. O \( \text{Jannis}_i \) ton\( i \) agapai ton eafto tu\( i \)
   the John.NOM CLF.ACC loves himself.ACC
   ‘John loves himself.’

b. [ O eaftos tu\( i \)i, tu\( i \)i aresi [ tu Petru\( i \)i
   the.NOM self.NOM his.GEN CLF.DAT like.3SG the.DAT Peter.DAT
   ‘Peter pleases himself.’

Thus, in English, anaphors cannot be present in a subject position because there is no nominative form of _himself_ as _*heself_. Although the gap in the case paradigm of reflexives might explain why anaphors cannot occur in the subject position in English, other languages exhibit reflexives with a nominative case and, however, are barred from subject positions. This observation coupled with empirical evidence from Italian (40) motivated Rizzi (1990) to suggest the anaphor agreement effect which states that anaphors cannot be in subject positions because they (anaphors) occur in triggering positions for agreement, like the subject position in languages with subject-verb agreement. Thus, (40a) is grammatical because the anaphor (the theme of the verb _importa_) with the dative case does not trigger agreement, while the anaphor in (40b) is in
the nominative case and agrees with the verb *interessano* triggering agreement in person and number, hence the ungrammatical status of (40b).

(40) Italian (Rizzi 1990)
   a. A loro importa solo di se stessi.
      to them,DAT matters,3SG only of themselves,GEN
      ‘They only matter to themselves.’
   b. *A loro interessano solo se stessi.
      to them,DAT interest,3PL only of themselves,NOM
      ‘They are interested only in themselves.’

Similarly, dative anaphors in Icelandic can be subjects of finite clauses because they do not trigger agreement, as shown in (41a). It is not possible for nominative subjects, on the other hand, to be anaphors because nominative subjects trigger agreement, as illustrated in (41b).

(41) Icelandic
   a. Hún sagði að sér þætti vænt um mig.
      she, said that self,DAT was,SBJV fond of me
      ‘She said that she was fond of me.’ (Maling 1984, ex.(8b))
   b. *Jón segir að sig elski María.
      Jon, says that self,NOM loves,SBJV Maria
      ‘John says that he loves Maria.’ (Rizzi 1990, ex.(15b))

The generalization of Rizzi has been tested and explored further across other languages (Woolford 1999, Tucker 2011). That multiple obviating cases to the anaphor agreement effect seem to be counter-evidence to the anaphor agreement effect is not in fact accurate, as demonstrated in Woolford (1999). One superficial violation case of the anaphor agreement effect is noticed by Woolford in languages with object agreement. In these languages, anaphors can be found in agreeing positions. The type of agreement verbs show with these anaphors is of a special kind, so-called anaphoric agreement
(Woolford 1999), which is found in Swahili (42). The difference between such type of agreement and the canonical agreement between a nominal and a verb is that the latter typically involves a $\phi$-agreement and the former is depicted in the realization of a special morpheme on verbs to signal reflexivity.

(42) Swahili (Vitale 1981:137)

a. Ahmed a-na-ji-penda mwenyewe.
   Ahmed 3.SBJ-PRS-REFL-love himself
   ‘Ahmed loves himself.’ (Empthatic reflexive)

b. Ahmed a-na-ji-penda.
   Ahmed 3.SBJ-PRES-REFL-love
   ‘Ahmed loves himself.’

As can be seen in (42a), the agreement on the verb ‘love’ with the anaphor is a reflexive infix -ji- and not only agreement in $\phi$-features. This is also evident in (42b) where the verb can be rendered intransitive and the anaphoric interpretation holds via the anaphoric morpheme on the verb.

Further insights into the anaphor agreement effect are provided in Woolford (1999) and Tucker (2011). Several languages utilize different strategies to avoid the violation of the anaphor agreement effect. Languages like Swahili, as we have seen above, exhibit an anaphoric agreement in which there is no agreement between anaphor and the verb.

Another type of languages deletes the anaphor in the agreeing position and leaves an intransitive structure with an anaphoric interpretation. One of these languages is Inuit, an object-verb agreement language. In Inuit, as described in Woolford (1999), when the object of the verb is an anaphor, the verb shows no regular agreement (43a) with the anaphor. The construction, rather, either turns intransitive (43b) or the anaphor carries
an oblique case (43c), as the case in Italian and Icelandic (see above).

(43) Inuit (Bok-Bennema 1991)

   Hansi.ERG himself.ABS wash-IND.3SG.3SG
   ‘Hansi washed himself.’

b. Asap-puq.
   wash-IND.3SG
   ‘He washed himself.’

c. Angut immi-nut taku-vuq.
   man himself-DAT see-IND.3SG
   ‘The man sees himself.’

Other languages, like Italian and Icelandic, show default agreement when an anaphor occurs in the agreement-triggering position, in addition to the obliqueness of case.

Another group of languages (like Greek and Selayarese) protects anaphors in agreement positions by embedding them inside a possessor DP or PP, thus with no agreement, as indicated in Woolford (1999).

In the case of subject anaphors in Malki Arabic, the situation in Malki Arabic is not similar to Italian, despite case differences (that Malki Arabic does not have dative subjects). In Italian, unlike Malki Arabic, anaphors can occur in an agreement position but with a default agreement on the verb. In Malki Arabic, in contrast, the anaphor occurs in an agreement subject position and the embedded verb shows a co-varying agreement with the subject anaphor in person, number, and gender, evident by the sentences in (44).

(44) Malki Arabic

a. juusif ya-hassib inn nafs-uh bi-ya-rooh as-souq.
yousef.NOM 3SG.M-believe COMP self-him.ACC FUT-3SG.M-go the-mall.ACC
   ‘Yousef believes that he will go to the mall.’
Moreover, as evident by the data above, Malki Arabic does not bear a resemblance to Greek nor Selayarese in which anaphors can occur in an agreement position only when they are embedded in a possessor DP or PP positions. The subject anaphor, furthermore, is neither like Italian nor Icelandic which mark reflexives with oblique case, like dative.

As shown in the sentences in (44) and argued in the syntax of case in Arabic (Fassi Fehri 1993, Benmamoun 2000, Aoun et al. 2010), Arabic has a nominative-accusative case system which does not include oblique case variants. What the data above can also indicate is that the subject anaphor cannot be explained like Swahili which marks the verb with an anaphoric agreement. The anaphor in the embedded subject position does
exhibit \( \phi \)-agreement with the verb, similar to the agreement of other nominals with verbs.

The above observations indicate that constructions with subject anaphors in Malki Arabic seem to be a counterexample to the anaphor agreement effect. However, in line with Woolford (1999), among others, I show in this thesis that constructions with embedded subject anaphors (in Malki Arabic) do not constitute a bona fide violation case of Rizzi’s generalization.

2.3 TOWARDS A SOLUTION

As shown above, subject anaphors seem to be problematic to the phase-based analyses of the Binding Condition A because the anaphor can be bound outside its phasal and spell-out domain. Both phasal analyses of binding would explain the cross-clausal binding relation in Malki Arabic either as that the construction where subject anaphors are allowed is of an ECM type (a TP clause) or that the complement is not a CP but a TP as non-phase, as per the whole-phase approach. As I will show in chapter 3, however, the complement clause which contains the long-distance anaphor is a CP based on evidence from the morphosyntactic and semantic properties of embedded CP clauses.

Furthermore, the main goal of this thesis is to show that configurations with long-distance bound subject anaphors are not counter-evidence against the phasal analyses of binding domains. Therefore, I suggest that the availability of long-distance subject anaphors is dependent on the internal structure of the complement clause. Malki Arabic only allows long-distance anaphors in the external argument position of finite embedded clauses and not the subject position in single clauses (45) below.
According to this empirical observation, besides others to come later in the thesis, I propose that the cross-clausal binding relation in Malki Arabic is similar to other cross-clausal phenomena that constitute an A-dependency with elements in another clause by a movement to the edge of the CP phase. Thus, the movement to the left periphery of the embedded clause allows the embedded subject anaphor and its antecedent to be in the same binding domain. This hypothesis comes in line with Huang & Tang (1991) in following a phrasal movement and with Lebeaux (1984) and Chomsky (1986) in assuming a (covert) movement of anaphors. The difference between the proposal in this thesis and other anaphor movement approaches resides in that the landing site of the phrasal movement of long-distance anaphors is a position which is theoretically and empirically justified, rather than an adjunction to INFL.

Another point the thesis seeks to show is that the whole-phase approach is a better account to explain how the binding relation between the subject anaphor and its antecedent in the matrix clause in Malki Arabic can hold. The current proposal, however, is in contention with the spell-out domain approach. Taking spell-out domains as binding domains is an untenable approach. Testing such an approach with various proposals on the spell-out timing of phasal complements, I show that containing long-distance subject anaphors and their antecedents in a spell-out domain is not possible.

In addition, the approach in this thesis also shows that explaining long-distance anaphors bound across phases by a covert logophoricity operator (Charnavel 2019, 2020)
is not needed. Instead, I argue that subject anaphors can be regulated by essential syntactic operations like movement and properties of complementation. Furthermore, contra Charnavel’s (2019) proposal, the hypothesis suggested in this thesis is theoretically desirable, as it is simpler and derived from basic operations and resorting to silent operators like LogOp is not necessary, at least in Malki Arabic.

Moreover, identifying an anaphor as exempt from a particular condition does not explain the binding relation between the anaphor and its antecedent, as suggested in Charnavel & Sportiche (2016). In fact, as far as long-distance subject anaphors are concerned, the diagnostics of Charnavel & Sportiche’s (2016) for exemption in (37) above is inconsistent with the agreement-based condition on anaphors in (46). Although the embedded subject anaphor is not bound in its phasal binding domain and occurs in an agreement position, it does not trigger exemption, contra the phasal definition of exemption in (37). As a contribution to such a contradiction, I show that the generalization which states that anaphors occurring in an agreement position do not trigger exemption from Condition A is on the right track, hence conforming to the agreement-based condition on (exempt) anaphors (Charnavel 2019) in (46).

(46) Agreement-based condition on (exempt) anaphors (Charnavel 2019:76)

An anaphor cannot be exempt if it occurs in a syntactic position construed with agreement (e.g. nominative position in languages with subject agreement).

The confirmation to the generalization in (46) comes from predictions the current hypothesis in thesis makes on the anaphor agreement effect. Following from the proposal suggested in this thesis, I show that although embedded subject anaphors in Malki Arabic
initially seem to violate the anaphor agreement effect of Rizzi (1990), the anaphor does not ‘stay’ in its apparent agreement position in the embedded clause, but rather moves out of the agreement position to a higher position in the same clause. I conclude that languages like Malki Arabic employ a process through which the anaphor moves to a non-agreeing position to obey the anaphor agreement effect, and that this effect is possibly a condition that operates at the interface, probably at the PF. In sum, not only does the movement analysis proposed in this thesis support the condition that anaphors cannot be exempt in syntactic positions that trigger agreement, but it also contributes with new insights on the anaphor agreement effect as an interface condition.
CHAPTER 3
THE COMPLEMENT OF ɹana/hassib: THE CLAUSE STRUCTURE

Due to the optionality of an overt complementizer in the complement clause of the verb ɹana/hassib ‘believe’ in Arabic, several proposals have been suggested to determine the size of the complement clause. One view suggests that the complement clause of the verb ‘believe’ lacks a CP layer and is therefore a TP (Soltan 2007). In another study, the complement clause is suggested to be a CP at first and then the complementizer undergoes truncation (Fassi Fehri 2012). A further suggestion put forward by Al-Balushi (2016) is that the complement clause is a CP, despite the apparent possibility of constructions with the verb ɹana and its complement clause without an overt complementizer. In line with the latter approach, I argue that the clause size of complement clause of the verb ‘believe’ is a CP, based on the cross-linguistic (morpho)syntactic and semantic properties of CP complements which are different from those of other types of complements, like TP clause size.14 As we will see below, I am going to show that the complement of the verb ɹana/hassib ‘believe’ is an embedded CP complement that has an optional finite complementizer, necessitates the presence of an embedded subject, can include sentential negation, has similar or different voice values from the matrix predicate, and allows a similar instance of the adverb that has another instance in the matrix clause. Moreover, it disallows focus movement to the matrix clause, has simultaneous or independent tense value with/from the tense value of the matrix verb, and can be evaluated for truth and allow indexical shift.

14 Although the data is mainly from Malki Arabic, the same applies to MSA, unless I note otherwise.
3.1 PRESENCE OF THE COMPLEMENTIZER

One piece of evidence of embedded CP clauses is the presence of a finite clause introducer. In Malki Arabic, the presence of the finite complementizer *inn* is optional, as can be seen with the attitude predicates ‘say’ in (47a) and ‘believe’ in (47b). As I will show later in this chapter, the absence of the complementizer is not necessarily an indication of a non-finite CP clause.

(47) Malki Arabic
   a. fahad ya-guul (*inn) juusif ?aχaða al-kuurah.
      Fahad 3SG.M-say COMP Yousef took.3SG.M the-ball
      ‘Fahad says that Yousef took the ball.’
   b. fahad ya-hassib (*inn) juusif ?aχaða al-kuurah.
      Fahad 3SG.M-believe COMP Yousef took.3SG.M the-ball
      ‘Fahad believes that Yousef took the ball.’

With the complement of the non-finite verb ‘want’, the presence of a complementizer is prohibited (48), unlike its counterpart in MSA in which the presence of the non-finite clause introducer is obligatory, as can seen in (49) below.

(48) Malki Arabic
    al-walad ya-bγi (*inn) ya-fuut al-kuurah.
    the-kid 3SG.M-want (that) 3SG.M-hit the-ball
    ‘The kid wants to hit the ball.’

(49) MSA
    3SG.M-want the-kid-NOM COMP/*Ø 3SG.M-hit the-ball-ACC
    ‘The kid wants to hit the ball.’

Although the presence of a complementizer might be controversial as there appear to be two complementizers, the non-finite complementizer *?an* in MSA is argued not to be a real complementizer but only a subjunctive mood assigner. See Albaty (2019), among
others, for a relevant discussion.

3.2 OBLIGATORY EMBEDDED SUBJECTS

Another property signaling a CP clause is the obligatoriness of hosting subjects. In Malki Arabic, the complements of the verbs ‘say’ and ‘believe’ must include an embedded subject, as shown in (50) and (51), respectively. Otherwise, the absence of the embedded subject in the complement clauses yields the ungrammaticality of the sentences in (50b) and (51b).

(50) Malki Arabic
   Fahad 3SG.M-say that Yousef took.3SG.M the-ball
   ‘Fahad says that Yousef took the ball.’

   Fahad 3SG.M-say that Ø took.3SG.M the-ball
   ‘*Fahad says that took the ball.’

(51) Malki Arabic
a. fahad ya-hassib (inn) juusif ?aχaða al-kuurah.
   Fahad 3SG.M-believe COMP Yousef took.3SG.M the-ball
   ‘Fahad believes that Yousef took the ball.’

   Fahad 3SG.M-believe COMP Ø took.3SG.M the-ball
   ‘*Fahad believes that took the ball.’

This can also be observed in MSA, as can be seen in (52b) for the speech predicate guul ‘say’ and (53b) for the predicate ḏan ‘believe’.

(52) MSA
   the-kid 3SG.M-say that Mohammad-ACC hit.3SG.M the-ball
   ‘The kind says that Mohammad hit the ball.’
   the-kid 3SG.M-say that Ø hit.3SG.M the-ball
   ‘The kid says that hit the ball.’

(53) MSA
   the-kid 3SG.M-believe that Mohammad-ACC hit.3SG.M the-ball
   ‘The kid believes that Mohammad hit the ball.’

   the-kid 3SG.M-believe that Ø hit.3SG.M the-ball
   ‘*The kid believes that hit the ball.’

With non-finite clauses, in contrast, the embedded subject is obligatorily prohibited in
the complement of the non-finite verb ‘want’ (54a) in MSA. Similar observations arise
with the non-finite verb ‘want’ in Malki Arabic. Even if we enforce a complementizer with
the non-finite complement clause, embedding a subject in that clause is not possible, as
can be seen by the ungrammaticality of (55).

(54) MSA
   the-kid 3SG.M-want that/to Mohammad-ACC 3SG.M-hit the-ball
   ‘*The kid wants that Mohammad hit the ball.’

   the-kid 3SG.M-want that/to Ø 3SG.M-hit the-ball
   ‘The kid wants to hit the ball.’

(55) Malki Arabic
*al-walad ya-bγii inn ñali ya-∫uut al-kurah.
   the-kid 3SG.M-want that Ali 3SG.M-hit the-ball
   ‘Lit. The kid wants that Ali hits the ball.’

3.3 SENTENTIAL NEGATION AND NPI LICENSING

A further property of CP complements is their ability to host a sentential negation
and disallow cross-clausal NPI licensing. In Buryat, for instance, the embedded clause
includes the negation affix marker "$g\hat{u}\j$ on the verb ‘paint’ (56), and negation only takes scope in the embedded clause.

(56) Buryat (Wurmbrand & Lohninger In Press)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{badm-in xar\textlangle o \textlangle 3rd\textrangle-x\textlangle o \textrangle-g\hat{u}\j-\textlangle o \textrangle-n'} \\
\text{Bandma-GEN fence paint-FUT-NEG-ACC-3SG} \\
\text{Dugar.NOM know-PST}
\end{array}
\]

‘Dugar found out that Badma won’t paint the fence.’ (T. Bondarenko, p.c.)

The complement clauses of the verbs ‘believe’ and ‘say’ in Malki Arabic can also include a sentential negation, marked by the negation marker $maa$ as shown in (57a) and (58a) respectively. Even if the matrix predicate is negated, the scope of that negation does not affect the interpretation of the embedded clause (57c), as both the matrix and embedded clauses have their own negation scope and because both clauses can have sentential negation markers in the same construction, as shown in (57b) and (58b).

(57) Malki Arabic

a. fahad ya-hassib (inn) juusif maa ya-juut al-kurah ba\textlangle i\textrangleid.
   Fahad 3SG.M-believe COMP Yousef NEG 3SG.M-hit the-ball faraway
   ‘Fahad believes that Yousef does not hit the ball faraway.’

b. fahad maa ya-hassib (inn) juusif maa ya-juut al-kurah ba\textlangle i\textrangleid.
   Fahad NEG 3SG.M-believe COMP Yousef NEG 3SG.M-hit the-ball faraway
   ‘Fahad does not believe that Yousef does not hit the ball faraway.’

c. fahad maa ya-hassib (inn) juusif ya-juut al-kurah ba\textlangle i\textrangleid.
   Fahad NEG 3SG.M-believe COMP Yousef 3SG.M-hit the-ball faraway
   ‘Fahad does not believe that Yousef hits the ball faraway.’

(58) Malki Arabic

a. fahad ya-guul inn juusif maa ya-juut al-kurah ba\textlangle i\textrangleid.
   Fahad 3SG.M-say COMP Yousef NEG 3SG.M-hit the-ball faraway
   ‘Fahad says that Yousef does not hit the ball faraway.’

b. fahad maa ya-guul inn juusif maa ya-juut al-kurah ba\textlangle i\textrangleid.
   Fahad NEG 3SG.M-say COMP Yousef NEG 3SG.M-hit the-ball faraway
   ‘Fahad does not say that Yousef does not hit the ball faraway.’
Another property of CPs in Arabic is that matrix negation cannot license an NPI in the embedded clause, as shown in the data form Malki Arabic below with the verb ‘say’ and ‘believe’. As the example in (59a) indicates, the NPI ?abad in the embedded clause cannot be licensed because the negation marker maa is located in the higher clause. Because cross-clausal NPI licensing is barred, this indicates that the embedded clause is of the CP clause size, as CP clauses constitute an opaque domain for cross-clausal NPI licensing.

(59) Malki Arabic
   NEG .3SG.M-say the-boy [COMP the-building work.PRFV.3SG.M never-ACC]
   ‘The boy does not say that the building has never been working.’

b. ya-quul al-walad [ (inn) al-mabnaa maa iftaayaal ?abad-aa].
   .3SG.M-say the-boy [ COMP the-building NEG work.PRFV.3SG.M never-ACC]
   ‘The boy says that the building has never been working.’

(60) Malki Arabic
   NEG 3SG.M-believe the-boy [ COMP the-building work.PRFV.3SG.M never-ACC]
   ‘The boy does not believe that the building has never been working.’

b. ya-hassib al-walad [ (inn) al-mabnaa maa iftaayaal ?abad-aa]
   .3SG.M-believe the-boy [ COMP the-building NEG work.PRFV.3SG.M never-ACC]
   ‘The boy believes that the building has never been working.’

3.4 VOICE MISMATCHING

Although voice matching is usually taken to be an accurate diagnostic for restructuring (Chung 2004, Wu 2013, Wurmbrand & Shimamura 2017), voice (mis)matching can also be an adequate test to show whether the embedded clause is
opaque or transparent to the higher voice of the matrix clause (Wurmbrand 2016). In other words, voice mismatching shows whether the embedded predicate is independent of and not predetermined by the voice of the matrix predicate. Consider (61) from Chamorro.

(61) Chamorro (Chung 2004)
   a. pära tafan-ma-chägi ma-na'fanätuk ni lalahi siha  
      FUT 1PL.IR.INTR.(PASS)-try NPL.RL.INTR.(PASS)-hide OBL men PL  
      ‘The men will try to hide all of us.’
   b. *Tinituhun ha-lalatdi si Dolores i famagu’un.  
      NPL.RL.INTR.(PASS)-begin 3SG.RL.TR-scold Dolores the children  
      ‘Dolores began to scold the children.’

Because both sentences above are monoclausal and the complements of the verbs ‘try’ and ‘begin’ are of the TP type, the embedded verb can only show the same voice of the matrix predicate. As demonstrated in (61a), if the matrix verb carries a passive voice, then the embedded verb must be marked for passive, as well. Similarly, the embedded verb must be in the active form if the main verb is in the active form, as can be seen by the ungrammaticality of the sentence in (61b).

Per the data in (62) and (63), Malki Arabic is similar to Chamorro in that the matrix and embedded verbs can be in the active or the passive voice form.

(62) Malki Arabic
   a. fahad ya-guul (inn) juusif jaat al-kurah ‘alaa biit  
      Fahad 3SG.M-say.(ACT) COMP Yousef threw.3SG.M.(ACT) the-ball PREP house al-ziiraan.  
      the-neighbors  
      ‘Fahad says that Yousef threw the ball in the neighbors’ house.’
   b. in-gaal inn al-kurah in-jaat-at ‘alaa biit al-ziiraan.  
      PASS-said COMP the-ball PASS-thrown-3SG.F PREP house the-neighbors  
      ‘It was said that the ball was thrown in the neighbors’ house.’
   ‘It was said that Yousef threw the ball in the neighbors’ house.’

   Fahad says that the ball was thrown on the neighbors’ house.’

Voice mismatching can also occur with the verb hassib, as indicated by the data in (63).

The verbs in the embedded and matrix clauses can show all the four possible combinations of voice forms: active-active (63a), passive-passive (63b), passive-active (63c), or active-passive (63d).

(63) Malki Arabic

   ‘Fahad believes that Yousef threw the ball in the neighbors’ house.’

   ‘It was believed that the ball was thrown in the neighbors’ house.’

   ‘It was believed that Yousef threw the ball in the neighbors’ house.’

   ‘Fahad believes that the ball was thrown on the neighbors’ house.’

However, Malki Arabic is similar to the behavior of voice in Chamorro with non-finite
verbs. The similarity stems from the fact that both the main and second embedded verbs must be in the active voice (64a) or the passive (64b) with the non-finite verb ‘want’.

(64)  
   a. al-walad ya-bγii ya-suut al-kurah.  
      the-kid 3SG.M-want. 3SG.M-hit. the-ball  
      ‘The kid wants to hit the ball.’

   b. in-byaa-at al-kurah ta-nγaat.  
      PASS-wanted.3SG.F the-ball PASS-thrown-3SG.F  
      ‘It was wanted for the ball to be thrown.’

      the-kid 3SG.M-want. PASS-thrown-3SG.F the-ball  
      ‘The kid wants the ball to be thrown.’

As argued in Albaty & Ouali (2018), Moroccan and Najdi Arabic dialects show similar empirical facts, as shown by the non-finite constructions in (65) and (66) respectively. Since non-finite clauses in most Arabic dialects are not CPs, the voice of the embedded predicate must match that of the matrix predicate, as in (65c) for Moroccan and (66c) for Najdi Arabic. Thus, as can be seen in (65a) and (65b), voice mismatching between the embedded and matrix clause in Moroccan Arabic is not possible as the embedded predicate is transparent to the higher predicate. Nor is the mismatch between the voice aspects of the embedded and the matrix clause possible in Najdi Arabic, as illustrated in (66a) and (66b).

(65)  
   a. *tønsa j-ziib ýali l-ktaab.  
      forgot. PASS 3SG.M-bring. Ali the-book

   b. *nsa ýali j-taaab l-ktaab.  
      forgot. ACTION 3SG.M Ali 3SG.M-bring PASS the-book
The conclusion from the facts presented above with regards to voice (mis)matching is that if embedded clauses are CPs, then it should be possible to have different or similar voice values on both the matrix and embedded predicates, unlike the situation with non-finite embedded verbs which must show the same voice value of the matrix (or main) verb.

3.5 ADVERB CO-OCCURRENCE

A bi-sentential construction can have two instances of the same adverb, while a monoclausal sentence can have only one instance of that adverb (Cinque 2006). In Italian, for example, the adverb *giá in (67a) can occur twice as the sentence is composed of two clauses. However, evident by clitic climbing is the mono-clausality of (67b) in which the co-occurrence of two instances of the same adverb is barred.

(67) Italian (Cinque 2006:17)
   a. Maria vorrebbe *giá averlo già lasciato.
   b. *Maria lo vorrebbe già aver già lasciato.

   ‘Mary would already want to have already left him.’

In sentences with the verb ‘believe’, Malki Arabic allows adverb co-occurrence, as shown...
in (68a). The adverb ‘quickly’ can occur twice: one modifying the matrix predicate hassib ‘believe’ and the other instance modifying the embedded predicate raah ‘go’. This is, in contrast, not the case with the non-finite (monoclusal) verb ‘want’ in which the occurrence of two instances of the same adverb is not allowed (68b).

(68) Malki Arabic
a. fahad ya-hassib bi-surafäah inn juusif bi-ya-rooh as-souq
   Fahad 3SG.M-believe PREP-quickly that Yousef FUT-3SG.M-go the-mall
   bi-surafäah.
   PREP-quickly
   ‘Fahad believes quickly that Yousef will go to the mall quickly.’

   Fahad 3SG.M-want PREP-quickly 3SG.M-hit the-ball PREP-quickly
   ‘Fahad wants quickly to quickly hit the ball.’

This is not only with the verb ‘believe’. The propositional predicate ‘say’ which selects a CP complement shows a similar behavior with adverb co-occurrence, as can be seen in (69) below.

(69) Malki Arabic
Fahad always-ACC 3SG.M-say that Yousef FUT-3SG.M-go the-mall always-ACC
‘Fahad says always that Yousef will go to the mall always.’

Besides Italian and Malki Arabic, the same observation is noticed in MSA with the auxiliary verb kaan which is usually monoclausal. Evident by the example in (70), only one occurrence of the adverb ‘always’ is possible (70a), and therefore two instances of the same adverb cannot occur in one clause (70b).

(70) MSA (Albaty 2019:58)
a. kaana ahmad-u ya-drusu daa?iman.
   was.3SG.M Ahmad-NOM 3SG.M-study always
   ‘Ahmad was always studying.’
   was.3SG.M always Ahmad-NOM 3SG.M-study always
   ‘lit. Ahmad was always studying always.’

3.6 FOCUS MOVEMENT

Another test that shows that the embedded clause of the verb ‘believe’ is a CP is focus movement. Focus movement in embedded CP clauses is argued to be clause-bound, as observed in Italian (Rizzi 2001) as well as MSA (Aoun et al. 2010, Ouhalla 1994, Albaty 2019, among others) and Malki Arabic. The landing site of the focused object resides in the embedded clause, and thus the foci cannot move to the left periphery of the matrix clause. As can be seen in the examples from Italian below, the embedded direct object ‘this’ can only move below the complementizer ‘that’ (71a) and not above it (71b).

(71) Italian (Rizzi 2001)
   a. Credo che QUESTO avreste dovuto dirgli (non qualcos’altro)
      ‘I believe that THIS you should have said to him, not something else.’
   b. *Credo QUESTO che avreste dovuto dirgli (non qualcos’altro)
      ‘I believe THIS that you should have said to him, not something else’

Similarly, in MSA with the verb ‘believe’, the foci is not allowed to move cross-clausally (72b) nor above the embedded complementizer (72c). Only below the complementizer of the embedded clause is the legitimate landing position for the foci, as shown in (72d).

(72) MSA (Albaty 2019)
      think-1SG that Zayd-ACC broke1SG.M the-door-ACC
      ‘I think that Zaid broke the door’
      the-door-ACC think-1SG that Zayd-ACC broke1SG.M
      ‘I think that Zayd broke the door.’
c. *?aw;u AL-BAAB-A ?anna zajd-an kasara.
   think-1SG the-door-ACC that Zayd-ACC broke1SG.M
   ‘I think that Zayd broke the door.’

d. ?aw;u ?anna AL-BAAB-A kasara zajd-un $t$.
   think-1SG that the-door-ACC broke.1SG.M Zayd-NOM $t$
   ‘I think it is the door that Zayd broke.’

This is similar to the behavior of the propositional (speech) predicate ‘say’, as can be seen in (73) below. Most notably, the extraction of the foci (here the embedded object) to a position outside the embedded clause is not permissible, as shown in (73c).

(73) MSA
   3SG.M-say the-kid-NOM that Mohammad-ACC hit.3SG.M the-ball-ACC
   ‘The kid says that Mohammad hit the ball.’

b. ya-gulu al-walad-u ?anna AL-KURAT-A rakala muhammad-un $t$.
   3SG.M-say the-kid-NOM that the-ball-ACC hit.3SG.M Mohammad-NOM $t$
   ‘The kid says that Mohammad hit the ball.’

   3SG.M-say the-kid-NOM the-ball-ACC that Mohammad-ACC hit.3SG.M $t$
   ‘The kid says that Mohammad hit the ball.’

However, that focus movement must be clause-bound is not the case with non-finite verbs like ‘want’. The focused element ‘the ball’ cannot move within the embedded non-finite clause since that clause is not a CP, despite the presence of what looks like a complementizer (see Albaty 2019 for discussions on ?an as a subjunctive assigner). As shown in (74c), the only landing site for the foci is the left periphery of the whole clause, which is a CP.

(74) MSA
   3SG.M-want the-kid-NOM that/to 3SG.M-hit the-ball-ACC
   ‘The kid wants to hit the ball.’
Focus fronting in Malki Arabic shows a similar behavior of focus movement noticed in Italian and MSA. The foci ‘the ball’ cannot move to either the beginning of the sentence (75b) nor immediately above the complementizer *inn (75d). What this indicates is that focus movement is bound in the embedded clause, a CP, and cannot move across the embedded clause to the matrix clause.

\[(75)\]  
Malki Arabic  
Fahad 3SG.M-say that Yousef took.3SG.M the-ball  
‘Fahad says that Yousef took the ball.’

b. *AL-KUURAH fahad ya-guul inn juusif ?αχαδια 3SG.M  
the-ball Fahad 3SG.M-say COMP Yousef took.3SG.M  
Intended: ‘Fahad says that it is the ball Yousef took.’

c. fahad ya-guul inn AL-KUURAH juusif ?αχαδια 3SG.M  
Fahad 3SG.M-say COMP the-ball Yousef took.3SG.M  
‘Fahad says that it is the ball Yousef took.’

d. *fahad ya-guul AL-KUURAH inn juusif ?αχαδια 3SG.M  
Fahad 3SG.M-say the-ball COMP Yousef took.3SG.M  
Intended: ‘Fahad says that it is the ball Yousef took.’

The verb ‘believe’ behaves similarly to the speech predicate ‘say’. The foci cannot cross the boundary of the embedded clause to the matrix clause (76b) and cannot land above the complementizer (76d).
(76) Malki Arabic

Fahad 3SG.M-believe COMP Yousef took.3SG.M the-ball
‘Fahad believes that Yousef took the ball.’

the-ball Fahad 3SG.M-believe COMP Yousef took.3SG.M t
Intended: ‘Fahad believes that that it is the ball Yousef took.’

c. fahad ya-hassib inn al-kuurah juusif ?axað t.
Fahad 3SG.M-believe COMP the-ball Yousef took.3SG.M t
‘Fahad believes that it is the ball Yousef took.’

Fahad 3SG.M-believe the-ball COMP Yousef took.3SG.M t
Intended: ‘Fahad believes that it is the ball Yousef took.’

This indicates that the verb ‘believe’ behaves similar to speech predicates, like the
verb ‘say’. Thus, the complement of these verbs is not a TP or a vP but a CP that
precludes focus movement beyond its boundary and hosts left-peripheral properties like
focus.

3.7 TENSE-MODAL-ASPECT (TMA) ELEMENTS AND TEMPORAL IN-
DEPENDENCE

Other properties that determine whether the complement of the verb ‘believe’ is a
CP are related to tense and its markers. Specifically, CP clauses can have TMA elements,
like modals, and the tense of the clause is not predetermined by the predicate in the
matrix clause, thus the temporality of the embedded predicate is independent of the tense
of the matrix predicate.

Besides the property of including TMA elements, CP complements can either have a
simultaneous temporal interpretation of matrix clause or the time can shift to the past or
the future from the perspective of the matrix temporal property (Wurmbrand &
Lohninger In Press). Consider the sentences in (77) and (78). In (77) from English indicates, the embedded clause can be interpreted with a tense value independent of its counterpart of the matrix clause, as can be seen in (77a). Furthermore, both clauses in English can have similar tense values, as demonstrated in (77b).

(77) a. Clara believes/claims that Danny ate salad.

b. Nova claims/knows that she {stole/ is stealing/ will steal} Danny’s salad
{yesterday/ now/ tomorrow}. (Modified from Wurmbrand & Lohninger In Press)

Similarly, in Buryat (78), the temporal interpretation of the embedded clause can be simultaneous with the time reference of the matrix predicate (78a) or can shift to the future tense interpretation (78b). In (78a), both predicates have the past temporal value. However, in (78b), the temporal modifier ‘tomorrow’ modifies the embedded clause while ‘yesterday’ modifies the embedded clause, ending up with different temporal interpretations from each other. An important point worth remark is that the embedded clause has one of the TMA elements, namely the future suffix -xə in (78b), indicating that the embedded clause is a CP because CP clauses typically host TMA elements.

(78) Buryat

a. sajana [ bi tərgə 3mdəl-3-b g3ə | m3d-3. Sajana [ 1SG.NOM cart break-PST-1SG COMP ] know-PST
‘Sajana i found out that she I broke the cart.’

(Bondarenko 2017, Wurmbrand 2019)

b. [ üglödər | badma xarš şərdə-xə g3ə | üstar dugar | tomorrow | Badma-NOM fence paint-FUT COMP ] yesterday | Dugar.NOM m3d-3.
know-PST
‘Yesterday Dugar found out that Badma will paint the fence tomorrow.’

(Modified from Wurmbrand & Lohninger In Press)
Embedded clauses in Malki Arabic also show a temporal independency of the tense of the matrix clause with the verb ‘believe’. As shown in (79) below, the embedded verb can host the past (79a), present (79b) or the future (79c) temporal interpretations while the matrix verb can have the present, past, or the future tense values.

(79) Malki Arabic

a. fahad hassab / ya-hassib / by-ya-hassib (inn)
Fahad believed.PST.3SG.M / 3SG.M-believe.PRS / FUT-3SG.M-believe COMP
juusif faat al-kurah 'alaa biit al-ziiraan ?ams.
Yousef threw.PST.3SG.M the-ball PREP house the-neighbors yesterday
‘Fahad believed/believes/will believe that Yousef threw the ball in the neighbors’ house yesterday.’

b. fahad hassab / ya-hassib / by-ya-hassib (inn)
Fahad believed.PST.3SG.M / 3SG.M-believe.PRS / FUT-3SG.M-believe COMP
juusif ya-fuut al-kurah 'alaa biit al-ziiraan kul yauum.
Yousef 3SG.M-throw.PRS the-ball PREP house the-neighbors every day
‘Fahad believed/believes/will believe that Yousef throws the ball in the neighbors’ house every day.’

c. fahad hassab / ya-hassib / by-ya-hassib (inn)
Fahad believed.PST.3SG.M / 3SG.M-believe.PRS / FUT-3SG.M-believe COMP
juusif bi-ya-fuut al-kurah 'alaa biit al-ziiraan bukrakah.
Yousef FUT-3SG.M-throw the-ball PREP house the-neighbors tomorrow
‘Fahad believed/believes/will believe that Yousef will throw the ball in the neighbors’ house tomorrow.’

d. fahad hassab / ya-hassib / by-ya-hassib (inn)
Fahad believed.PST.3SG.M / 3SG.M-believe.PRS / FUT-3SG.M-believe COMP
Yousef PROG 3SG.M-throw.PRS the-ball PREP house the-neighbors now
‘Fahad believed/believes/will believe that Yousef is throwing the ball in the neighbors’ house now.’

In addition to the temporal independency of the embedded clause from the matrix clause, as example (79d) shows the embedded clause can also include a TMA element, namely the progressive aspectual marker *gaa?yad*, which is a property of propositional complements.
The complement of the verb ‘believe’ is not the only complement that shows the aforementioned temporal and TMA properties. The complement of the speech predicate ‘say’ can also be temporally independent from the matrix clause, as can be seen in (80) in which the embedded verb is in the past (80a), present (80b) or the future (80c) and the matrix verb can be in the past, present or the future. In line with the complement of the verb ‘believe’, the complement of the verb ‘say’ can also have the progressive aspect marker ɡy̞d, as can be seen in (80d) below.

(80) Malki Arabic

a. fahad gaal / ya-guul / bi-ya-guul (inn) juusif
   Fahad said.PST.3SG.M / 3SG.M-say.PRS / FUT-3SG.M-say COMP Yousef
   ?ams faat al-kurah Yaala biit al-ʒiiraan.
   ‘Fahad said/says/will say that Yousef threw the ball in the neighbors’ house
   yesterday.’

b. fahad gaal / ya-guul / bi-ya-guul (inn) juusif
   Fahad said.PST.3SG.M / 3SG.M-say.PRS / FUT-3SG.M-say COMP Yousef
   ya-juut al-kurah Yaala biit al-ʒiiraan kul yawum.
   3SG.M-throw.PRS the-ball PREP house the-neighbors every day
   ‘Fahad said/says/will say that Yousef throws the ball in the neighbors’ house
   every day.’

c. fahad gaal / ya-guul / bi-ya-guul (inn) juusif
   Fahad said.PST.3SG.M / 3SG.M-say.PRS / FUT-3SG.M-say COMP Yousef
   bi-ya-juut al-kurah Yaala biit al-ʒiiraan bukrak.
   FUT-3SG.M-throw the-ball PREP house the-neighbors tomorrow
   ‘Fahad said/says/will say that Yousef will throw the ball in the neighbors’ house
   tomorrow.’

d. fahad ya-guul (inn) juusif gaai̯yad ya-juut al-kurah Yaala
   Fahad 3SG.M-say.PRS COMP Yousef PROG 3SG.M-throw.PRS the-ball PREP
   biit al-ʒiiraan ʒalhiin.
   house the-neighbors now
   ‘Fahad says that Yousef is throwing the ball in the neighbors’ house now.’

What indicates the autonomy of the embedded clause from the matrix clause and reveals
the category of embedded clause is that each one of these clauses can have its own progressive marker without any effect on the sentence judgment, as illustrated in (81).

(81) Malki Arabic
\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{fahad ga\text{\textAcute}yad ya-guul} && \text{(inn) juusif ga\text{\textAcute}yad ya-juut} && \text{al-kurah} \\
&\text{Fahad PROG 3SG.M-say.PRS COMP Yousef PROG 3SG.M-throw.PRS the-ball} \\
&\text{\textAcute}l\text{\textAcute}l\text{\textAcute}l\text{\textAcute}l\text{\textAcute}al\text{\textAcute}al\text{\textAcute}al\text{\textAcute}al\text{\textAcute}bii\text{\textAcute}t\text{\textAcute}al-\text{\textAcute}\text{\textAcute}i\text{\textAcute}ri\text{\textAcute}ri\text{\textAcute}ri\text{\textAcute}ri\text{\textAcute}an\text{\textAcute} dal\text{\textAcute}hi\text{\textAcute}in.} \\
&\text{PREP house the-neighbors now} \\
&'\text{Fahad is saying that Yousef is throwing the ball in the neighbors’ house now.'}
\end{align*}
\]
A piece of evidence that the covertness of the complementizer does not indicate the lack of the CP layer comes from the fact that embedded (without an overt complementizer) and matrix clauses in MSA can show different and similar tense values, as shown in (82). The matrix clause can have the perfective/past interpretation while the embedded clause with the ‘writing’ event is interpreted in the future denoted by the future modifier ‘tomorrow’.\footnote{Look at Al-Balushi (2016) for arguments that the embedded subject is in a CP rather than a TP clause, despite the lack of an overt complementizer.}

(82) MSA (Fassi Fehri 2012:249, (58))
\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{?amsi hasib-tu r-rajul-a ya-ktub-u r-risaalat-a yadan.} \\
&\text{yesterday thought-I the-man-ACC 3SG.M-write-IND the-letter-ACC tomorrow} \\
&'\text{Yesterday, I thought the man will write the letter tomorrow.'}
\end{align*}
\]
In addition, the embedded clause can have the progressive aspectuality by the modifier ‘now’ and the present temporal interpretation while the matrix clause is interpreted in the past (83). Empirically, this is unlike Malki Arabic in which the progressive aspect is marked with the modifier g\text{\textAcute}f\text{\textAcute}d.
Despite the lack of an overt complementizer, the matrix and embedded clauses can also have a simultaneous temporal interpretation, as can be seen in (84) in which both the state of ‘Ali thinking’ and the event of ‘the students sleeping’ occurred in the past.

The data on temporal independency above indicates that there is no difference between clauses with an overt or covert complementizer. The absence of the complementizer in some constructions, therefore, does not provide compelling evidence for non-CP clauses.

### 3.8 CPS CAN BE TRUE OR FALSE

Another property of CP clauses is that they have truth values, unlike other types of clauses, like TP or vP, which cannot be evaluated for truth. The embedded clause of the verb ‘believe’ (85a) as well as the speech predicate ‘say’ (85b) can be evaluated for truth. In contrast, TP complements cannot be evaluated for truth, as shown by the sentence in (85c) where ‘buying a ball for Yousef’ is just an event that cannot be true or false, as forcing truth evaluation is infelicitous (not meaningful), as indicated in (85d).
3.9 INDEXICAL SHIFT

Indexical shift is one of the CP properties (Sudo 2012, Anand 2006, Anand & Nevins 2004, Sundaresan 2018, 2012, Messick 2016, Deal 2017, among others). In fact, it is one of the finest distinguishing properties between a propositional complement (CP) and other types of complements, as only the former allows shifted indexicals (Wurmbrand & Lohninger In Press). Indexicals, unlike definite descriptions, refer to elements whose interpretation depends on utterance-related or contextual properties. The pronouns I and you and the adverbials now and here are some of these indexicals. The first and second person pronouns can refer to a speaker/addressee in the context or an antecedent in the sentence in the matrix CP. This process is called indexical shift. For example, languages like Buryat only allow first/second person indexicals to optionally shift when embedded in...
the nominative subject position (86).

(86) 

Buryat (Modified from Wurmbrand 2019)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{sajənə} & \quad \text{bi} \quad \text{tərgə} \quad \text{3mdəl-3-b} \quad \text{gəʒə} \quad \text{m3d-3.} \\
\text{Sajana} & \quad \text{1SG.NOM cart} \quad \text{break-PST-1SG COMP} \quad \text{know-PST}
\end{align*}
\]

‘Sajana found out that she broke the cart.’ 

(Bondarenko 2017:19, (83))

‘Sajana found out that I broke the cart.’ (T. Bondarenko, p.c.)

As the (non)shifted readings of (86) indicate, the first person pronoun can either refer to the speaker of the utterance or the subject *Sajana* of the matrix clause. However, it is not possible for the first person pronoun to have the first reading as the pronoun obligatorily cannot shift and refer to the matrix subject when they are in the embedded accusative subject position (87).

(87) 

Buryat (Bondarenko 2017:19, (82))

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{sajənə} & \quad \text{naməjə} \quad \text{tərgə} \quad \text{3mdəl-ə(*-b)} \quad \text{gəʒə} \quad \text{m3d-3.} \\
\text{Sajana} & \quad \text{1SG.ACC cart} \quad \text{break-PST(*-1SG) COMP} \quad \text{know-PST}
\end{align*}
\]

‘Sajana found out that she broke the cart.’

However, the behavior of indexical shift in Buryat is not exactly the same in Malki Arabic. First, in most languages indexical shift is most often noticeable with speech/attitude report predicates (Anand 2006, Shklovsky & Sudo 2014, among others), but in Malki Arabic indexical shift is possible not only with the speech predicates like ‘say’ (88) and (90) but also with the intentional predicate ‘believe’ (89), similar to Uyghur (Shklovsky & Sudo 2014, Sudo 2012). Secondly, as shown in the examples from Buryat above, indexical shift is sensitive to the case of the embedded subject: indexical shift is only possible with the nominative and not the accusative embedded subject position. Malki Arabic, in contrast, behaves differently in that indexicals can shift in the accusative...
embedded subject position. As shown in (88) and (89), the first person indexical can shift even though it occurs in the accusative embedded subject position.

(88) Malki Arabic
fahad qaal inn-i lagii-t al-walad fii al-mazraa'ah.
Fahad said.PST.3SG.M COMP-1SG.ACC found-1SG the-boy PREP the-farm
‘Fahad said that I found the boy in the farm.’
(i) Fahad said that he found the boy in the farm.
(ii) Fahad said that I (speak) found the boy in the farm.

(89) Malki Arabic
fahad ya-hassib inn-i lagii-t al-walad fii al-mazraa'ah.
Fahad 3SG.M-believe COMP-1SG.ACC found-1SG the-boy PREP the-farm
‘Fahad believes that I found the boy in the farm.’
(i) Fahad believes that he found the boy in the farm.
(ii) Fahad believes that I (speak) found the boy in the farm.

Similar observations obtain with the second person pronoun, as can be seen in (90) in which both the shifted reading with the object (90i) and the unshifted reading for the hearer (90ii) are possible.

(90) Malki Arabic
fahad 'aalam sa'ad, inn-ak,i/j lagii-t al-walad fii
Fahad told.PST.3SG.M Saad COMP-2SG.M.ACC found-1SG the-boy PREP
al-mazraa'ah.
the-farm
‘Fahad told Saad that you found the boy in the farm.’
(i) Fahad told Saad that you found the boy in the farm.
(ii) Fahad told Saad that you (addressee/hearer) found the boy in the farm.

3.10 ECM VS. CP

A common debate in the literature of Arabic syntax on the verb ‘believe’ is whether it has an ECM-like complement clause. This comes as a result of the accusative-marked subject in the embedded clause in Arabic. Contra arguments presented in Soltan (2007)
and elsewhere, I argue that the complement of the attitude predicate ‘believe’ is a full clause and not of an ECM type based on effects shown by Condition B of the Binding Theory, long-distance passivization, and the possibility of focused and clitic-left dislocated (CLLD) elements to to precede the embedded subject.

Binding Condition B has been commonly used to test whether an element occurs in one clause or a different clause. In other words, a pronoun occurring in a monoclausal construction cannot be anteceded by a nominal in the same clause. When that pronoun however occurs as the embedded subject in a sentence with two clauses, the pronoun can take the matrix subject as its antecedent. Such behavior of pronouns follows from the Condition B of the Classical Binding Theory: a pronoun must be free in its binding domain. Condition B of the Binding Theory is used as a test, for instance, to see whether the accusative DP is in the matrix or the embedded clause in Janitzio P’urhepecha (Zyman 2018). By the same token, Binding Condition B can be used to test if the complement of the verb ‘believe’ is an ECM or a CP clause. A possibility of a pronominal occurring in the embedded subject position to co-refer with the matrix subject means that the embedded subject (the pronoun) occurs in a non-local domain (another full clause, aka CP). If that bound interpretation does not hold between the pronoun and the nominal, as the case with ECM clauses (91a), it indicates that the pronoun (embedded subject) is in the same clause of the higher subject.

(91) Malki Arabic

a. χuluud3 sg.f-believe-3sg.f ti-hassib-aha3 sg.f ta-la‘ab 3 sg.f-play prep-car bi-sayyarat maa‘3id. Majid
‘Kholoud3 sg.f believes she‘3sg.f plays with Majid’s car.’ ECM
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b. χuluud<sub>i</sub> ti-hassib inn-aha<sub>i/j</sub> ta-la‘ab bi-sayyarat ma‘aṣid.
Kholoud 3SG.F-believe COMP-3SG.F 3SG.F-play PREP-car Majid
‘Kholoud<sub>i</sub> believes that she<sub>i/j</sub> plays with Majid’s car.’

Furthermore, ECM clauses allow raising of the embedded subject to the matrix subject position when the matrix verb is passivized (92a), while this is not the case with an overt complementizer introducing a CP complement and preceding the embedded subject, as can be seen in (92b) where the embedded subject ‘Abeer’ cannot raise to the higher subject position, but rather stays in its embedded position (92c).

(92) Malki Arabic

a. hussib-at ʕabiir ti-saafir baaryys ḏalḥiin.
PASS.PST.believed-3SG.F Abeer 3SG.F.travel Paris now
‘Abeer was believed to be travelling to Paris now.’

b. *hussib-at ʕabiir inn t ti-saafir baaryys ḏalḥiin.
PASS.PST.believed-3SG.F Abeer COMP t 3SG.F.travel Paris now
‘Abeer was believed to be travelling to Paris now.’

c. hussib inn ʕabiir ti-saafir baaryys ḏalḥiin.
PASS.PST.believed-3SG.M COMP Abeer 3SG.F.travel Paris now
‘It was believed that Abeer is travelling to Paris now.’

Another test to distinguish ECM clauses from CP clauses is the (im)possibility of a focused or CLLD-DP to precede the embedded subject. ECM subjects cannot be preceded by a focused (93a) nor CLLDed (93b) DP. However, it is possible for these elements to precede the subject of an embedded CP with an overt complementizer for the focused DP (93c) and for the CLLDed DP, as in (93d).

(93) Malki Arabic

a. *fahad hassab KUURAT AL-GAADAM ma‘aṣid ya-la‘ab t, maa huu
Fahad believed.PST.3SG.M ball the-foot Majid 3SG.M-play t NEG it
kurrat al-saalah.
ball the-basket
‘Fahad believed that football Majid plays, not basketball.’ Focus without C
In CP embedded clauses, as shown in (94a), the embedded subject can show agreement
with a complementizer, as the subject is not an argument of the matrix verb. In contrast,
ECM embedded subjects can be realized as an encliticized pronominal attached to the
matrix predicate (94b), and thus the occurrence of overt argument (a pronoun (94c) or
nominal (94d)) after the pronominal clitic is not possible.

(94) Malki Arabic

a. maaqid ya-hassib inn-aha hiih/?amzaad ta-la?ab bi-al-kuurah
   Majid 3SG.M-believe COMP-3SG.F she/Amjad 3SG.F-play PREP-ball
   baaraa.
   outside
   ‘Majid believes that she/Amjad plays with the ball outside.’

b. maaqid ya-hassib-aha ta-la?ab bi-al-kuurah baaraa.
   Majid 3SG.M-believe-3SG.F.OBJ 3SG.F-play PREP-ball outside
   ‘Majid believes that she plays with the ball outside.’

   Majid 3SG.M-believe-3SG.F she 3SG.F-play PREP-ball outside
   Intended: ‘Majid believes that she plays with the ball outside.’
In conclusion, some tests seem to show that the verb ‘believe’ selects two complement clause sizes: TP and CP. Another set of other diagnostics, on other hand, shows that the complement clause is only a CP. What these tests do not show is that the type of complement clause of the verb \textit{hassib}/\textit{\ddot{a}ana} is always a TP, as argued in Soltan (2007). Rather, when the complement clause is introduced with an overt complementizer, that clause shows all the properties of a CP clause size. Crucial to this thesis is that the embedded clause with an overt complementizer is in fact a CP and not of a smaller size of clauses (TP/\textit{vP}). Long-distance embedded subject anaphors in Malki Arabic therefore occur in an embedded CP clause.
CHAPTER 4
PROPOSAL

In this chapter, I argue that the cross-clausal binding relation in Malki Arabic is not a counterexample to the phasal analysis of the Binding Condition A. To show that this is the case, I adopt the analyses of Wurmbrand (2019) and Lohninger et al. (2022) which suggest that cross-clausal A-phenomena (across finite clauses) are a result of a (A) movement to an A-position in the edge of the embedded clause. By the same token, I suggest that the long-distance bound subject anaphor in the embedded clause features another case of a cross-clausal A-dependency that involves a (covert) movement to the embedded Spec-CP, yielding accessibility between the anaphor and its antecedent and taking a whole phase, rather than a spell-out domain, as the binding domain. I eventually show that having an A-position in the CP-domain provides further support that phases can account for the locality of binding domains, even if a binding relation spans across finite clauses. I provide evidence that the A-position does not appear with every verb; rather, the selectional properties of matrix verbs are determinate of whether the complement clause has such position in its edge. In this chapter, I also demonstrate the implications of the suggested proposal on the anaphor agreement effect and the possibility to account for the accusative-marked embedded subjects in MSA.

In Section 4.1, an overview of phenomena spanning across finite (full) clauses cross-linguistically is provided, followed by the theoretical analysis adopted in the thesis. Section 4.2 furnishes the proposal I suggest to account for the cross-clausal binding data
from Malki Arabic. In Section 4.3, I also touch upon the implication of the suggested proposal of the long-distance subject anaphors on agreement-based definition of anaphors and the phasal definition of exempt anaphors. Furthermore, in a subsequent section I show subject anaphors do not violate the anaphor agreement effect (Rizzi 1990) and that Malki Arabic does not utilize any of the strategies that other languages employ to obey such an effect and I discuss the prospect of this effect being an interface condition. Finally, in Section 4.3.2 I discuss the current theoretical status of the embedded accusative-marked subject and whether the proposal put forward in this thesis might contribute to the understanding of this problem in case theory.

**4.1 CROSS-CLAUSAL A-DEPENDENCIES**

In this section, I first introduce constructions and phenomena which involve linguistic elements establishing a cross-clausal relation with an element in another clause. Secondly, the theoretical analyses, especially those utilizing constructs mainly from the minimalist framework, of cross-clausal configurations are addressed. In particular, I give an overview of the analysis of Wurmbrand (2019) and its recent developments in Lohninger et al. (2022). In a subsequent section, I give a sum of most (if not all) phenomena that span a finite clause boundary from Malki Arabic along with MSA and other spoken varieties.

**4.1.1 Empirical background**

A-phenomena, like agreement and Case, and A-dependencies, like raising to object (RtO) or subject (RtS), between two elements in either the same clause or different clauses are empirically attested across languages. Of the latter type of dependencies are constructions in languages like Tsez and Hindi which show long-distance agreement
between a syntactic item in one clause with another in another clause. For example, in Tsez the matrix verb exhibits a noun-class agreement with the absolutive noun with class III in the complement clause, as shown in (95).

(95) Tsez (Polinsky & Potsdam 2001:606)

\[
\text{Eni-r [už-ā magalu b-āc’ru-ḥi | b-iy-xo.]
\text{mother-DAT [boy-ERG bread.
}\text{III.abs III-eat-PST.PTCP.NMLZ | III-knowPRS
\text{‘The mother knows that the boy ate the bread.’}
\]
\]
\]
\]

Other phenomena involving properties resulted from operations across finite clauses are hyperraising to subject (Hyper-RtS), hyperraising to object (Hyper-RtO) and Hyper-ECM. Such phenomena constitute the group dubbed Cross-Clausal A-dependencies (CCA, Wurmbbrand 2019, Lohninger 2021). In languages with Hyper-RtS, like Brazilian Portuguese, Kipsigis, and Lubukusu, the embedded subject moves from its base-generation position in the embedded finite clause to the matrix subject position, as illustrated in (96). The argument \textit{Babaandu} moves from the embedded clause with the overt complementizer \textit{mbo} to the external argument position above the verb \textit{lolekhana}.

(96) Lubukusu (Carstens & Diercks 2013:2)

\[
\text{Babaandu ba-lolekhana [CP (mbo) t ba-kwa].}
\text{2.people 2.sa-seem [CP COMP t 2.sa.pst-fall].}
\text{‘The people seem like they fell/The people seem to have fallen.’}
\]

Hyper-RtS differs from RtS in that the former applies to subjects in finite clauses, whereas the latter is similar to the case with the raising verb \textit{seem} in English. Raising out of embedded non-finite clauses is possible in English (97a), but raising a subject out of a finite clause (i.e., Hyper-RtS) is not allowed (97b). Then, the difference between Hyper-RtS and RtS is related to the type of the embedded clause. Hyper-RtS involves a raised subject out of the embedded finite clause (CP), while RtS includes a raised subject
from a non-finite clause (TP).

(97) a. Abeer seems to *t have been all over the world.

b. *Abeer seems [that *t were all over the world].

ECM involves constructions in which the subject of an embedded non-finite clause is assigned accusative case. An example of ECM construction comes from English (98a) where the embedded subject *her is assigned an accusative case in the non-finite clause and not a nominative case. The accusative case assignment is disallowed, however, when the subject occurs in a finite clause (98b).

(98) a. John believes [TP *her to be the best in her class].

b. *John believes [CP that *her is the best in her class].

Hyper-ECM, however, is not totally similar to a regular ECM configuration. Hyper-ECM involves a case marking across a finite clause boundary, unlike regular ECM configurations where the embedded subject resides in an embedded non-finite clause, as illustrated in (98a) in English. Instances of Hyper-ECM can be found in other languages which allow ECM across a full embedded clause. Some of these languages are Mongolian (Fong 2019) and Buryat (Bondarenko 2017), among others. As you can see in the data from Mongolian (99) and Buryat (100), the embedded subject can be assigned an accusative case across a finite clause boundary by, presumably, the matrix functional head *v.

(99) Mongolian (Fong 2019:2)

Bat [margaash Dulmaa-O/g nom unsh-n gej | khel-sen.
Bat [tomorrow Dulmaa-NOM/ACC book read.N.PST COMP | say.PST
‘Bat said that Dulmaa will read a book tomorrow.’
A further cross-clausal A-phenomenon is Hyper-RtO. Hyper-RtO is different from Hyper-RtS in terms of which a landing syntactic position the raised element occupies. The position for Hyper-RtO is the object position of the higher clause while it is the matrix subject position for Hyper-RtS. What makes these types of hyperraising distinct from Hyper-ECM theoretically is that overt movement to a higher clause occurs with Hyper-RtO and Hyper-RtS but not with Hyper-ECM. In Hyper-ECM configurations, on the other hand, the embedded subject covertly moves to any position below the verbal head in the matrix clause and still can be marked an accusative case.

4.1.2 Theoretical background

Despite the differences between the aforementioned cross-clausal constructions, a unification of all A-dependencies (including the types of hyperraising along with long-distance agreement) under a single empirical domain involving arguments—called empirical domain A—has been suggested initially in Wurmbrand (2019) and developed further in Lohninger et al. (2022). The empirical domain A includes any configuration in which an argument that occupies a position in an embedded finite clause has a dependency relation with another argument in the matrix clause (Lohninger et al. 2022).

Based on an extensive typological survey subsumed under the empirical domain A, Wurmbrand (2019) and Lohninger et al. (2022) summarized the common properties of CCA-constructions. One property of CCA-configurations is their optionality across languages. Hyper-ECM is optional in Buryat, for instance, where the embedded subject

(100) Buryat (Bondarenko 2017:1)
1SG [Sajana-NOM/ACC song sing-CVB be-PST COMP ] hear-PST-1SG
‘I heard that Sajana sang a song.’
can surface with either a nominative or accusative case. Another unique observation of
CCA-constructions is their occurrence restriction with a special kind of verbs, like verbs
of knowledge and belief. Then, the other property of the CCA-configurations is that their
unique structure comes from the selectional properties of the matrix verbs (Lohninger
et al. 2022). Some verbs allow dependencies across clauses, while others do not. As I will
show below, Malki Arabic is in line with this observation, but allowing such dependencies
with only a group of verbs is not always right with respect to Hyper-ECM where the
embedded subject is always marked with an accusative case with all matrix predicates in
MSA.

Based on the shared syntactic behavior among all CCA-configurations (occurring
across full clauses), Wurmbrand (2019) suggests a theoretical analysis to unify all
instances of A-dependencies across a finite clause boundary. Wurmbrand suggests that
CCA-constructions are evidence for an A-position in the edge of CP whose head has A
and A′ properties. Wurmbrand’s proposal is schematized in (101) below.

(101)

Two vital ingredients of this analysis are the A-position in Spec-CP and φ-features
on C. The suggestion for an A-position in Spec-CP has been called for in different studies
on Buryat (Bondarenko 2017) and Mongolian (Fong 2019). Both Bondarenko and Fong suggest that the Hyper-ECM constructions in Buryat and Mongolian are a result of the external argument of the embedded clause undergoing an A-dependency with a matrix case assigner. Therefore, the external argument moves to Spec-CP because the CP-domain has an A-feature and yet (for Fong) preserves its ‘A’-quality’. The most compelling and extensive proposal for CCA-constructions is of Wurmbrand (2019). Wurmbrand’s CCA analysis diverges from the (almost) similar proposals of Bondarenko and Fong in that only the analysis of Wurmbrand sheds light onto the combined A and A’ features of the C domain, preserving the A and A’ properties of the CP-domain and accounting for the cross-linguistic variation in CCA-configurations among languages. In Wurmbrand’s analysis, positions above the A-position in the edge of CP have their typical status of A’-positions, as illustrated in (101). The CCA.DP (the element undergoing an A-dependency relation with another element in the matrix clause) occupies an A-position and the XP projection above it has A’-status, a position that is for focus, wh-phrases, and so on.

The ϕ-features on the head C are motivated for a combined probe C. The position in the left periphery of the CP is essentially motivated by such features on the head C, A-features (like ϕ and/or θ) and A’-features (like top, foc, among others). Following van Urk (2015), such a probe with a mix of A and A’ features on C is dubbed ‘composite probe’. The combination of two types of features under one head is not new. The TP domain is suggested to have tense and agreement features bundled under the head T (see Bobaljik & Thráinsson 1998 for discussion). The A-position and hence A-features are also
motivated semantically. As discussed in Lohninger et al. (2022), the origin of A-features on C is a result of merging a predicational head R of a R(elator)P (den Dikken 2006, 2017) with a CP, yielding CP.R type of clause. The function of RP is to constitute a relation of predication between its specifier and complement. Here, the specifier is the CCA.DP (the element undergoing A-dependency with a matrix element) and the complement is CP (semantically, the predicate of C.R).\(^{16}\)

Following a position-based approach to the distinction between A and A′ positions raises issues with the improper A-after-A′ constraint (which its roots come from Chomsky 1973) which states that an A-movement cannot follow an A′-movement, thus precluding cross-clausal operations. Per this condition, the CP-domain can only include A′-positions. A theoretical advantage of a featural definition of the A/A′ distinction (van Urk 2015), however, arises in the overcoming of the improper A-after-A′ constraint. Specifically, no violation to the improper A-after-A′ constraint is incurred as long as the position in Spec-CP is a result of mixed A/A′-features on C in an embedded clause.

According to Lohninger et al. (2022), the cross-linguistic variation among languages that allow CCA-constructions and those that do not, like English, is derived from whether a language has the CP type of complement clause with at least A-features on the head C which triggers movement and agreement\(^ {17}\) to an A-position for the element (CCA.DP/DP.A) involved in an A-dependency with a cross-clausal element.

What these analyses indicate is that languages with cross-clausal configurations

\(^{16}\)In this thesis, I ignore the semantic justification in this proposal because, as I will show in a moment, a piece of evidence for A-features on C comes from complementizer agreement where C includes ϕ-features.

\(^{17}\)For arguments and evidence for composite probing/A-features triggering agreement and movement, see Coon et al. (2021), Aldridge (2004, 2008, 2016), Legate (2014), van Urk (2015), and Bossi & Diercks (2019)
include a type of clause structure that involves an A-position triggered by A-features on the head of the complementizer phrase. Languages allowing cross-clausal configurations therefore must have A-properties on the head C to attract the movement of the element constituting a dependency with a matrix element to the A-position.

4.1.3 Cross-Clausal A-dependencies in Arabic

A CCA phenomenon in Arabic and some of its varieties is Hyper-RtS. Cases of Hyper-RtS are found in Moroccan Arabic (Ura 1994) and Jordanian Arabic (Farghal 2020). The subjects in both (102) and (103) move from their base-positions (marked with a trace for convenience) to the higher subject position (in boldface). Note also that in the following examples the raising of the subjects is out of full CP clauses.

(102) Jordanian Arabic (Farghal 2020:43)

Mariam sikil-ha [CP t bithib il-bu:za]
Mariam appearance-3SG.F [CP t like-3SG.F-PRS the-ice-cream]

‘It seems that Mariam likes ice-cream.’

(103) Moroccan Arabic (Ura 1994)

Ttshab-et-li mmi [CP beli žat t]
seem-3SG.F mother-my [CP COMP come-3SG.F-PST t]

‘It seems that my mother came.’

In addition, MSA exhibits a Hyper-ECM construction. As shown in (104), MSA is nevertheless distinct from other Hyper-ECM languages with respect to the optionality of the accusative case marking on the embedded subject. In Mongolian and Buryat, as shown above in (99) and (100), the embedded subject can alternate for a nominative or accusative case, whereas MSA only shows an accusative case on the embedded subject.
Like the Jordanian and Moroccan Arabic languages, Hyper-RtS can also be found in Malki Arabic with the raising verb *fakl* ‘seem’. In (105), the embedded subject of a finite clause moves to the matrix subject position. A constellation of Hyper-RtS is evident by the agreement on the raising verb which shows agreement with the raised subject ‘Yousef’ from the embedded clause.

(105)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a. } & \text{ *fakl [ (inn) } \text{ juusif maan ya-la\text{ʕ}ab bi-as-sayyarah ] } \\
& \text{ seem [ COMP Yousef NEG 3SG.M-play PREP-the-car ] } \\
& \text{ ‘It seems that Yousef is not playing with the car.’}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{b. } & \text{ juusif *fakl-uh [ (inn) } t \text{ maa ya-la\text{ʕ}ab bi-as-sayyarah ]} \\
& \text{ Yousef seem-3SG.M [ COMP } t \text{ NEG 3SG.M-play PREP-the-car ] } \\
& \text{ ‘Yousef seems to not be playing with the car.’}
\end{align*}
\]

Arabic appears to belong to the group of languages that prohibits Hyper-RtO. As shown by the ungrammaticality of sentence (106) from Malki Arabic and (107) from MSA, the embedded subject cannot raise to the object position following the verb in the matrix clause.

(106)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{*?al-?umm ti-fikiir } \text{ al-walaad [ inn } t \text{ ya-la\text{ʕ}ab baraa ] } \\
& \text{ the-mother 3SG.F-think the-kid [ that } t \text{ 3SG.M-play outside ] } \\
& \text{ ‘The mother thinks that the kid is playing outside.’}
\end{align*}
\]

(107)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{*al-walad-u ya-\text{ð}umu } \text{ *fali-aa [ ?anna } t \text{ rakala al-kurat-aa ]} \\
& \text{ the-kid-NOM 3.SG.M-believe Ali-ACC [ that } t \text{ hit.3SG.M the-ball-ACC ] } \\
& \text{ ‘The kid believes that Ali hit the ball.’}
\end{align*}
\]
However, as I show below, empirical data from Malki Arabic on cross-clausal binding with a subset of verbs manifests a possibility of a (covert) Hyper-RtO in the sense of Deal (2017) where the surface realization of the embedded subject is just a PF-realization of a lower copy of the embedded subject which raises covertly to a position at the edge of the embedded clause.

4.2 CROSS-CLAUSAL BINDING AS CCA-CONSTRUCTION

As I have shown in chapter 2, Malki Arabic seems to allow a long-distance antecedence relation between an embedded subject anaphor and its antecedent in the subject position of the matrix clause. As I will show in the current chapter, the long-distance binding relation in Malki Arabic in (26a), repeated below as (108), is not a genuine counterexample to the phasal analyses of the binding domain of Condition A, despite that the binding relation spans across a finite clause (a phase). Bearing this idea in mind, I show that the long-distance subject anaphor enters into a local antecedence relation with its antecedent in the higher clause via (A-)movement to the A-position in the embedded clause above the phase head C, similar to CCA-constructions.

(108) Malki Arabic

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Abeer} & \quad \text{3SG.F-believe} \\
\text{ti-hassib} & \quad \text{COMP self-her} \\
\text{nafs-aha} & \quad \text{FUT-3SG.F-go the-airport} \\
\text{abiir} & \quad \text{al-ma\text{\textae}aar} \\
\text{(inn)} & \quad \text{self-her} \\
\text{bi-ta-rooh} & \quad \text{go} \\
\end{align*} \]

‘Lit. Abeer believes that herself will go to the airport.’

Recall that languages with CCA-constructions, like Buryat and Mongolian, are characterized by the optionality of the cross-clausal dependency, having a CP structure with an A-position in its edge, and constructions involving CCA-configurations are constrained by the selectional properties of the matrix predicate (Wurmbrand 2019,
The binding data of long-distance subject anaphors from Malki Arabic appear to hold the same characteristics as CCA-constructions, which motivates treating the long-distance binding relation in Malki Arabic as a CCA-construction.

First, the fact that the anaphoric relation alternates with a pronominal binding, as shown in (109), indicates its optionality behavior, which is a hallmark of a CCA-configuration. Although the anaphoric dependency seems to be optional in Malki Arabic, the subject anaphor must be anteceded by an antecedent in the matrix clause. This follows from the observation of Wurmbrand and Lohninger et al.: once A-dependency across clauses is established, it becomes obligatory.

(109) Malki Arabic
   a. ʿābiir3sg.f ti-hassib [inn-haɪ/j bi-ta-rooh al-maṭaar] 
       Abeer 3SG.F-believe [COMP-3SG.F.SBJ FUT-3SG.F-go the-airport] 
       ‘Lit. Abeer believes that she will go to the airport.
   b. ʿābiir3sg.f ti-hassib [inn nafs-ahaɪ/sj bi-ta-rooh al-maṭaar] 
       Abeer 3SG.F-believe [COMP self-her FUT-3SG.F-go the-airport] 
       ‘Lit. Abeer believes that herself will go to the airport.

Second, languages with CCA-constructions share a structural A-position in the edge of the embedded CP above the head C. As noted in Wurmbrand (2019) and Lohninger et al. (2022) and assuming a non-structural (featural) approach to the A/A’ distinction (following van Urk 2015), the existence of the A-position is motivated based on the A-features on the head C of the embedded clause. The connection between the presence of CCA-configurations and A-features on C (plus its typical A’ features) has been previously established in other studies (Coon et al. 2021, Aldridge 2004, 2008, 2016,
Legate 2014, van Urk 2015, Bossi & Diercks 2019, among others). The combined features on the probe C are therefore what attracts the movement of the CCA element in the embedded clause to that position. In order to provide an explanation to the long-distance anaphoric relation in Malki Arabic, it is important to see whether Malki Arabic has a probe with a combination of both A and A′ properties (or at least the former), thus providing evidence for an A-position in Spec-CP.

Besides the A′ properties of the CP-domain, I provide evidence that the embedded CP in Malki Arabic has an A-position based on complementizer agreement, depicted in conjunct agreement, showing that C is a separate probe and has A-features. As can be seen in (110a) and (110b), the complementizer can show first conjunct agreement (3SG.F) with ‘Abeer’, whole conjunct agreement (PL) with ‘Abeer and Fahad’, or no agreement at all.

(110)  Malki Arabic
a. hassab-t   \textbf{inna-ha/hum/Ø}    \textit{\textgamma}abiir wa fahad bi-saafr-uun
believed.PST-1SG COMP-3SG.F/3.PL/Ø Abeer and Fahad FUT-travel-3.PL
turkayya.
Turkey
‘I believed that Abeer and Fahad will travel to Turkey.’

b. guul-t    \textbf{inna-ha/hum/Ø}    \textit{\textgamma}abiir wa fahad bi-saafr-uun
said.PST-1SG COMP-3SG.F/3.PL/Ø Abeer and Fahad FUT-travel-3.PL
turkayya.
Turkey
‘I said that Abeer and Fahad will travel to Turkey.’

Complementizer agreement in MSA behaves differently from Malki Arabic. In MSA, the complementizer cannot show an agreement in φ-features with the embedded subject (111b) when the embedded clause is of the SVO type, unlike Malki Arabic where the
complementizer can show agreement with the embedded preverbal subject.

(111) MSA

a. qaala maa$\ddot{a}$id-uu $\ddot{a}$anna-$\ddot{O}$ $\chi$uluud-aa $\ddot{a}$ahab-at ma$\ddot{a}$?a $\ddot{a}$ab-i-aha.
say.3SG.M Majid-NOM COMP Kholoud-ACC went-3SG.F with father-GEN-her
‘Majid said that Kholoud went with her father.’

b. *qaala maa$\ddot{a}$id-uu $\ddot{a}$anna-ha $\chi$uluud-aa $\ddot{a}$ahab-at ma$\ddot{a}$a
say.3SG.M Majid-NOM COMP-3SG.F Kholoud-ACC went-3SG.F with
$\ddot{a}$ab-i-aha.
father-GEN-her
‘Majid said that Kholoud went with her father.’

Similar observations of $\phi$-agreement on complementizers in Malki Arabic also hold in Sason Arabic (Akkuş 2021) and Jordanian Arabic (Jarrah 2019). As can be seen in (112) and (113), the complementizer and the head T can show different realizations of agreement and not necessarily the same agreement on both heads. The complementizer can exhibit a $\phi$-agreement with the first element of the conjunct (first conjunct agreement) while T shows an agreement with the whole conjunct. Similar to Malki Arabic, the complementizer can optionally show a morphological agreement in $\phi$-features with the whole conjunct, only with the first conjunct, or the lack thereof.

(112) Sason Arabic (Akkuş 2021:5)

qul-tu \(\{\text{le} / \text{le-na} / \text{le-nen}\}\) \[\text{bmt-ma u sabi-ma}\] ayal-o
said-1SG \{that.Ø / that-3SG.F / that-3PL\} \[\text{girl-F-a and boy-a|PL ate-3PL}\]
anzarut.
corn
‘I said that a girl and a boy ate the corn.’

(113) Jordanian Arabic (Jarrah 2019:8)

$\ddot{a}$abuu-j fakkar $\ddot{a}$inn-ha $\ddot{a}$il-binit $\ddot{a}$axaz$^\ddot{t}$-t $\ddot{a}$il-mafatiih.
father-my believed.3SG.M COMP-3SG.F DEF-girl.F took-3SG.F DEF-keys.M
‘My father believed that the girl took the keys.’

These examples above show that the head C can exhibit an A-property, namely
ϕ-features. I conclude that the head C is a legitimate composite probe and thus signals the presence of an A-position in Spec-CP. As we will see, the lack of complementizer agreement provides an explanation of the difference between Malki Arabic and MSA with respect to the availability of long-distance subject anaphors in former but not the latter.

Another piece of evidence for considering the long-distance bound subject anaphor as a CCA-configuration in Malki Arabic is that subject anaphors in embedded clauses are not attested with all verbs, rather mostly with knowledge and belief verbs. This follows from the property of CCA-configurations: they are restricted by the selectional properties of the matrix verbs. The long-distance binding is only possible, for instance, with verbs like faufi ‘see’ (114a) and hauus ‘feel’ (114b), for example, but not with the speech verb quul ‘say’ (114c).

(114) Malki Arabic

a. Ṭabiir, ta-faufi [inn nafs-aha_{i/j} bi-ta-drus al-haasib ].
Abeer 3SG.F-see [COMP self-her FUT-3SG.F-study the-computer science ]
‘Lit. Abeer sees that herself will study computer science.’

b. Ṭabiir, ta-hauus [inn nafs-aha_{i/j} bi-ta-fuuz bi-l-3aaʔizah ].
Abeer 3SG.F-feel [COMP self-her FUT-3SG.F-win PREP-the-prize ]
‘Lit. Abeer feels that herself will win the prize.’

c. *Ṭabiir, ta-quul [inn nafs-aha_{i/j} bi-ta-drus al-haasib ].
Abeer 3SG.F-say [COMP self-her FUT-3SG.F-study the-computer science ]
‘Lit. Abeer says that herself will study computer science.’

The analysis I suggest for the long-distance bound subject anaphors is schematized in (115). Omitted for space reasons, the anaphor is initially merged in the lower clause,

---

18The sentence with the verb ‘say’ is only possible with the interpretation in which the reflexive form denotes a great desire of the soul for something. This is a result of the form nafs which has multiple interpretations with different syntactic categories. In the case where the sentence in (114c) can be possible, the reflexive can be a verb.
presumably in Spec-\(vP\), and then moves to Spec-TP for EPP feature reasons. Because the head C is assumed to carry a composite probe, the anaphor is triggered to move to CCA.DP, where it becomes accessible and situated within the domain of the antecedent in the edge of the matrix phasal head \(v\), as shown in the diagram below.

Thus, the subject anaphor comes to be locally bound and in the same phasal binding domain, here the phase \(vP\) in the upper clause. According to this proposal, sentence like (108) is schematized as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
(115) & \quad \text{(116)}
CP & [_{vP} \text{\'abiir}_i \text{ti-hassib} [_{CP} \text{inn} [_{TP} \text{nafs-aha}_i/sj \text{bi-ta-rooh al-ma\'at\'aar}]]] \\
\end{align*}
\]

The proposal in (115) thus accounts for how the subject anaphor can be in the same phasal binding domain of its antecedent. This proposal however raises several questions about the motivation for such movement because it seems that the movement of the subject anaphor to the position above C is only for binding, casting doubt on its stipulative nature. Another concern this proposal bears is the difference in word order. If the subject anaphor moves above an overt complementizer, then sentences like (117) are predicted to be grammatical in Malki Arabic, in contrast to their actual ungrammaticality status.
A further point that this proposal has to deal with is the lack of long-distance subject anaphors in other Arabic varieties, like MSA. As suggested in Wurmbrand (2019) and subsequent works of Lohninger et al. (2022), the lack of CCA-constructions is due to whether a language has a composite probe (or A-features at least) on the head C. As indicated by the data on complementizer agreement in (111b) and with the verb ‘believe’ in (118), no \( \phi \)-agreement on C holds and this predicts why long-distance anaphors are not present in MSA. Although the lack of \( \phi \)-agreement on C might explain why MSA does not allow subject anaphors in the embedded subject position, Hyper-ECM seems to hold across all verbs selecting a CP complement. This leads us to the question of why MSA allows accusative case assignment on the embedded subject but not subject anaphors, a question to be tackled in Section 4.3.2.

As convincingly argued in Lohninger et al. (2022) and based on cross-linguistic data from other languages, not only Malki Arabic, the movement to the edge of the embedded CP is far from being stipulative but rather a necessary part of syntax to explain dependencies spanning across full clause boundaries. Besides dependent elements like subject anaphors in Malki Arabic, other syntactic phenomena like agreement and Case
seem to require a syntactic operation like movement to follow some conditions of locality. This is the same in the case of long-distance binding in Malki Arabic. The subject anaphor follows the locality condition of being contained in the same locality domain (phase) of its antecedent. In order for it to obey the locality requirement, a movement to an escape hatch where both the anaphor and its antecedent become in the same domain is warranted. Similarly, when a language shows an agreement between a matrix verb and an embedded nominal, that nominal should be in the closest local domain of the verb; the nominal needs to move to a position local to the verb in the matrix clause, similar to agreement in Zulu (119) and accusative case assignment in Korean (120) via Hyper-RtO.

(119) Zulu (Halpert & Zeller 2015:476)

\[
\text{ngi-ya-m-funa uSipho (ukuthi) aPheke iqanda].}
1SG-1.O-want AUG.1.Sipho (that) 1.SBJ.cook AUG.5.egg
\]

‘I want Sipho to cook an egg.’

(120) Korean (Yoon 2007:647)

\[
\text{Na-nun yeki-pwuthe-lul, } t_i \text{ nay ttang-ila-ko, } \text{mitmunta.}
\]

\[
1-TOP \text{ here-from-ACC, } t_i \text{ my land-COP-COM, } \text{believe}
\]

‘I believe my land begins from here.’

The predicted word order is also not problematic to the current proposal. Assuming a copy theory of movement (Chomsky 1993), the surface phonological realization of the anaphor in the embedded subject is a result of the pronunciation of the left (lower) copy of the moved anaphor, a process carried out in the PF interface. The higher copy carries out the anaphoric interpretation in the semantics interface. Thus, the subject anaphor undergoes a covert hyper-raising to the position in the embedded CP edge. That CCA-constructions can result from covert cross-clausal operation is not new. As demonstrated in Deal (2017), languages like Nez Perce show a configuration in which the
matrix predicate exhibits agreement with the embedded subject ‘children’ in the embedded clause, as can be seen in (121).

(121) Nez Perce (Deal 2017:6)
'Aayat-onm hi-nees-nek-se | watiisx mamay’ac
woman-ERG 3.SBJ-O.PL-think-IPFV | 1.day.away children.NOM
hi-pa-paay-no’ |
3.SBJ-S.PL-arrive-FUT |
‘The woman thinks the children will arrive tomorrow.’

An emerging conceptual point the proposal in this thesis bears on the hypothesis of taking spell-out domains as the Binding Condition A domain is the spell-out timing of a phase complement containing the anaphor and its antecedent (Charnavel & Sportiche 2016). Some suggestions have been brought forward regarding when phase complements become opaque to movement and agreement. As we have seen in chapter 2, the spell-out domain of a phase is triggered either by the completeness of the phase, per PIC1 (31), repeated as (122) below, or by the merge of the next higher phase head, following PIC2 in (32), repeated below as (123).

(122) **Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC1)** (Chomsky 2000:108):
In a phase $\alpha$ with head H, the domain of H is not accessible to operations outside $\alpha$, only H and its edge are accessible to such operations.

(123) **Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC2)** (Chomsky 2001:14):
Given the structure $[ZP \ Z \ ... \ [HP \ \alpha \ [H' \ H \ YP \ ]] ]$, where H and Z are phase heads, the domain of H is not accessible to operations at ZP; only H and its edge are accessible to such operations.

Based on the definition of spell-out in PIC1, the phasal analysis of binding domains in
Charnavel & Sportiche (2016) cannot account for the long-distance binding relation, even along the current proposal. As illustrated in (124), assuming an initial movement of the subject anaphor from Spec-$vP$ to Spec-TP for EPP, the subject anaphor then moves to the A-position in Spec-CP (124b) (spell-out domains are boldfaced). The movement to Spec-CP is permitted as far as the TP does not undergo spell-out, given that the CP phase is still not completed, per PIC$_1$. After the internal merge of the subject anaphor to Spec-CP, the embedded TP is spelt-out and the VP merges, followed by the external merge of the phase head $v$, as illustrated in (124c). Assuming that agentive arguments merge in Spec-$vP$, the matrix subject merges in that position, yielding the spell-out of VP (the complement of the phase $vP$). As shown in (124d), therefore, the subject anaphor in the edge of the embedded CP phase is not contained in the same spell-out domain of the antecedent, contra the prediction of Charnavel & Sportiche (2016).

(124) **Spell-out domains as binding domains by PIC$_1$**

a. \[ CP \ C \ [ TP \ Subject \ Anaphor \ T \ldots ] \]

b. \[ CP \ Subject \ Anaphor \ C \ [ TP \ < Subject \ Anaphor > \ T \ldots ] \]

c. \[ vP \ v \ [ VP \ V \ [ CP \ Subject \ Anaphor \ C \ [ TP \ < Subject \ Anaphor > \ T \ldots ] ] ] \]

d. \[ vP \ antecedent \ v \ [ VP \ V \ [ CP \ Subject \ Anaphor \ C ] [ TP \ < Subject \ Anaphor > \ T \ldots ] ] ] \]

Similarly, with PIC$_2$, the spell-out domains do not seem to be viable binding domains for the long-distance subject anaphors. The diagram in (125) shows that even if the spell-out is triggered by the merge of the highest phase head, here the matrix C, the same problem arises. The subject anaphor is in the VP complement of the phase $vP$ and is not
contained within the same spell-out domain (TP) of the antecedent, as shown in (125e).

(125) Spell-out domains as binding domains by PIC$_2$

a. $[\text{CP} \ C \ [\text{TP} \ \text{Subject Anaphor} \ T \ldots]]$

b. $[\text{CP} \ \text{Subject Anaphor} \ C \ [\text{TP} <\text{Subject Anaphor}> \ T \ldots]]$

c. $[\text{vP} \ v \ [\text{VP} \ V \ [\text{CP} \ \text{Subject Anaphor} \ C \ [\text{TP} <\text{Subject Anaphor}> \ T \ldots ]]]$

d. $[\text{vP antecedent} \ v \ [\text{VP} \ V \ [\text{CP} \ \text{Subject Anaphor} \ C \ [\text{TP} <\text{Subject Anaphor}> \ T \ldots ]]]$

e. $[\text{CP} \ C \ [\text{TP} \ T \ [\text{vP antecedent} \ v \ [\text{VP} \ V \ [\text{CP} \ \text{Subject Anaphor} \ C \ [\text{TP} <\text{Subject Anaphor}> \ T \ldots ]]]]]$

Even if the hypothesis that spell-out is triggered by the valuation of the unvalued \( \phi \)-features on phasal heads (Chomsky 2008) is adopted, the subject anaphor would be trapped in the embedded CP clause at the time the \( \phi \)-features on the phasal head \( v \) are valued. Hence, the spell-out domain, here VP, would contain only the subject anaphor but not the antecedent.

What the above diagrams show is that the binding domains should rather be whole phases, as suggested in Lee-Schoenfeld (2008) and Quicoli (2008). In (124) and (125), the subject anaphor and its antecedent with both versions of PIC are in the same phase, the matrix vP, but not the spell-out domain. The whole-phase approach to binding domains is therefore superior to the spell-out domains in accounting for the long-distance binding relation in Malki Arabic with the suggested CCA analysis.
4.3 DISCUSSION

One advantage of the CCA analysis of long-distance subject anaphors presented in this thesis is that the explanation of long-distance subject anaphors can be derived from basic syntactic operations, like internal merge, and based on the internal structure of the embedded CP, the complement of matrix verbs. Moreover, the current proposal is in line with the view of reducing long-distance anaphors to local binding, similar to Charnavel’s works, among others.

Furthermore, the current analysis supports the generalization of Charnavel (2019) in (46), repeated as (126) below. The movement of the anaphor to a local domain (the phase vP) is an escape from the exemption from Binding Condition A. Thus, based on at least a phasal-based definition of exempt anaphors this analysis predicts that subject anaphors are plain anaphors since they are structurally in the same binding domain. Treating long-distance subject anaphors as a CCA-configuration is in support of the approaches of reducing long-distance binding to local binding, like the movement approaches and the analysis of Charnavel (2019).

(126) Agreement-based condition on (exempt) anaphors (Charnavel 2019:76)

An anaphor cannot be exempt if it occurs in a syntactic position construed with agreement (e.g. nominative position in languages with subject agreement).

However, a point of contention to Charnavel’s account stems from its conceptual aspect. Among several analyses of long-distance binding is the hypothesis of reducing long-distance anaphors to local ones via a logophoric center projection headed by a LogOp operator in spell-out domains (Charnavel 2019, *et seq.*). As far as embedded subject
anaphors are concerned, such a hypothesis is not necessary. First, the hypothesis is conceptually untenable, as it comes in opposition to a minimalist view on language. A tenant of the minimalist framework is economy, meaning that derivations should be as economical as possible and unnecessary formatives (not part of the numeration) like null operators, traces, indices, etc, are prohibited to enter the derivation, except if they are necessary (Chomsky 1993, Hornstein 2001). Assuming a LogOp operator, therefore, seems to be an unneeded construct in explaining the long-distance binding of subject anaphors across finite clauses, at least in Malki Arabic. Such cross-clausal binding can receive an explanation based on basic (and already suggested) syntactic notions like movement and complementation properties of verbs.

### 4.3.1 Anaphor Agreement Effect

Another advantage of this analysis is its contribution to the understanding of the anaphor agreement effect. Although Malki Arabic shows an anaphor occurring in a subject position that shows agreement with the embedded verb, the CCA analysis shows that such configuration is not a bona fide violation case of the anaphor agreement effect. The anaphor does not stay in an agreement-triggering position at the time of spell-out. Besides the strategies of detransitivization, argument deletion, anaphoric agreement that other languages use to obey the anaphor agreement effect, I suggest that movement out of a syntactic position construed for agreement before spell-out is another strategy languages like Malki Arabic use to obey the anaphor agreement effect. A presupposition of this strategy is that the anaphor agreement effect is an interface condition, a new observation about this effect, to the best of my knowledge. However, considering the
anaphor agreement effect as an interface condition raises the question of which interface (PF or LF) imposes such an effect. Let’s take the modified versions of the anaphor agreement effect of Rizzi (1990), Woolford (1999), and Tucker (2011).

(127) Anaphor Agreement Effect: Version 1
Anaphors do not occur in syntactic positions construed with agreement. (Rizzi 1990)

(128) Anaphor Agreement Effect: Version 2
Anaphors do not occur in syntactic positions construed with agreement, unless the agreement is anaphoric. (Woolford 1999)

(129) Anaphor Agreement Effect: Version 3
Anaphors do not occur in syntactic positions construed with covarying ϕ-morphology. (Tucker 2011)

Because the anaphor agreement effect involves (morpho)syntactic constructs such as agreement and a morphological realization of ϕ-features, suggesting that the anaphor agreement effect is an LF condition is not the right path to follow. Such constructs then indicate that the anaphor agreement effect is better treated as a PF condition, especially because the effect includes morphological agreement (in the version of Tucker 2011). Thus, the anaphor agreement effect can be modified as in (130).

(130) Anaphor Agreement Effect (current version)
Anaphors do not occur in syntactic positions construed with covarying morphological ϕ-agreement at the interface.

One piece of evidence for the hypothesis that the anaphor agreement effect is an
interface condition at PF is the realization of the lower copy of the embedded subject as pronoun, as shown in (131).\textsuperscript{19} The sentence in (131) demonstrates that the embedded subject position, an agreement position with the embedded verb, does not include an anaphor when realized at the PF.

(131) Malki Arabic
\[\begin{array}{c}
\text{Qabiir} \text{ta-}fauuf \text{nafs-}a\text{ha}/\text{s}\text{f} \quad \text{inn-a}ha \quad \text{bi-ta-drus} \\
\text{Abeer} \ 3\text{SG.F-see self-her} \quad \text{COMP-3SG.F FUT-3SG.F-study} \\
\text{al-haasib} \\
\text{the-computer science} \\
\text{‘Lit. Abeer sees herself that she will study computer science.’}
\end{array}\]

What still remains is the possibility of the anaphor to occur in an agreement-triggering position even when the derivation is transferred to the interface. I leave this for further research, but the prospect of treating the anaphor agreement effect as an interface condition seems to be promising. More work needs to be done however on which parts of the effect are related to the interpretation at the LF interface. Moreover, a deeper look is sought into the question of whether agreement is not only a PF property and whether it can have effects on interpretation, contra conventional thinking that agreement does not contribute to the semantics interface.

4.3.2 Other Issues: Accusative-marked subjects in MSA

A prediction of the hypothesis that the embedded subject moves to a CCA-position above C is that the embedded subject is marked with an accusative case. In Malki Arabic, it is difficult to argue for whether the embedded subject exhibits a nominative or accusative case because Case is not marked overtly on nominals in Malki Arabic, like

\textsuperscript{19}This is similar to the phenomenon of ‘copy raising’ where a raised subject leaves a pronominal copy in its canonical position. See Asudeh & Toivonen 2012 for an overview and comprehensive background on its theoretical aspect.
other modern Arabic dialects (Aoun et al. 2010). Case in MSA, on the other hand, is overtly realized on nouns, adjectives, adverbs and pronouns. As we have seen above, anaphors are not allowed to occur in the embedded subject position in the embedded clause of the similar verb ‘believe’ in MSA. An explanation suggested in Section 4.2 is that MSA has no A-position above C because C does not show φ-agreement with the embedded subject, a characteristic of non-CCA configurations. A problem for such an observation is the existence of a Hyper-ECM construction in MSA, despite the unavailability of long-distance binding. As shown in (132a), the embedded subject χuluud is marked with accusative case although the same verb does not allow a long-distance subject anaphor in the embedded subject position (132b).

(132) MSA

a. ḏana maaẓid-uu ṣanna-Ø χuluud-aa ḏahab-at maʕa
believed.3SG.M Majid-NOM COMP Kholoud-ACC went-3SG.F with
ʔab-i-aha.
father-GEN-her
‘Majid believed that Kholoud went with her father.’

b. *ḏana maaẓid-uu ṣanna-Ø nafs-a-hu ḏahaba maʕa
believed.3SG.M Majid-NOM COMP self-ACC-him went.3SG.M with
ʔab-i-ah.
father-GEN-his
‘Majid believed that himself went with his father.’

Different views have been proposed to account for the accusative-marked embedded subject with the ‘believe’ predicate in MSA (Soltan 2007, Al-Balushi 2011, 2016). One view suggests that the embedded subject undergoes raising to the object position in the higher clause (Fassi Fehri 2012:249). For the complementizer C, it undergoes truncation, as supported by the presence of pronominal clitic as the embedded subject and the
absence of the complementizer, as shown in (133).

(133) MSA (Fassi Fehri 2012:249)

\[
\text{hasib-tu-hu} \quad \text{daxal-a} \quad l-qaa\text{fat-a} \\
\text{believed-1SG-him} \quad \text{entered-3SG.M} \quad \text{the-hall-ACC}
\]

‘I believed he entered the hall.’

Another analysis treats the embedded subject in Spec-TP as a left peripheral position, and the accusative case is assigned by the head \( v \) in the matrix clause via the operation Agree (Soltan 2007). A similar analysis in this vein with respect to the positioning of the embedded external argument in the left periphery is of Al-Balushi (2011) where the subject in the embedded clause occupies Spec-TopP. For this account, case is not structural, but rather a lexical in nature. In contrast to Fassi Fehri (2012), the analyses of Soltan and Al-Balushi have in common that the embedded subject stays in its embedded clause and is not raised to the matrix clause. The difference between the two proposals, however, is in the type of case assigned to the subject: structural (Soltan 2007) vs. lexical (Alboiu & Hill 2016).

The RtO approach to the case of the embedded subject (Fassi Fehri 2012) is untenable because the embedded subject cannot occupy a position in the higher clause, for it is an argument of the embedded predicate and thus it can only be in the embedded clause. Otherwise, a mismatch in the thematic mapping is expected to occur once the derivational constructs are transferred to the interfaces. Furthermore, evidence from the subject placement before adverbs and intervention effects supports the non-movement of the accusative subject from the embedded clause to the matrix clause (Soltan 2007).

Explaining the accusative case assignment on embedded subjects being due to the
embedded clause of the ‘believe’ predicate not forming a full CP is not on right track, as many pieces of evidence show the contrary: the embedded clause of the ‘believe’-predicate (and other types of predicates) is a CP, as I have shown in chapter 3.

A further note that seems to be ignored in the previous accounts of the long-distance case assignment in Arabic, except Soltan (2007) and Al-Balushi (2016), is to deal with the “double case assignment”, a problem also marginally addressed in Aoun et al. (2010:15, fn.5). The embedded subject can have two cases: one from T in the embedded clause and another from either the C (following a linguistic thinking of the traditional Arabic grammarians) or the matrix verb (structurally by $v$). One way proposed in Soltan (2007) and Al-Balushi (2011, 2016) to overcome the double-case assignment problem is to assume a null pro element in Spec-$v$P as a resumptive null pronoun $A'$-bound by the embedded subject in Spec-TP/TopP. The advantage of the pro element is to receive the nominative case assigned by T while the Case feature on the embedded subject is left unvalued until the matrix $v$ is merged. Such an analysis, however, only applies to a TP-complement without a CP layer. In a CP-complement, assuming a pro as the external argument of the embedded verb would not provide the same solution as the embedded subject would still be inaccessible to the matrix $v$, considering a phase-theoretic concept of locality. A desirable analysis of the accusative-marked subject in an embedded clause should then account for constructions where the complementizer is present and the embedded subject is marked with an accusative case, given that the verb $\dot{d}an$ can select for a TP or CP complement.\textsuperscript{20}

\textsuperscript{20}If we assume, similar to Fassi Fehri (2012), that the complement starts as a CP and ends as a TP, the truncation of a C head could only be a process at the PF interface, not syntactic.
The contradictory behavior of case and binding in MSA, unlike the situation in Malki Arabic, takes us far away from assuming the accusative-marked subject as a CCA-configuration where the subject can move to a position accessible to the higher head $v$. Besides the lack of A-features on C in MSA, following a CCA analysis makes inaccurate predictions, one of which is allowing a long-distance binding which is not possible in MSA. However, ignoring such possibility of long-distance subject anaphors, the current proposal offers an explanation of how the embedded subject in MSA is marked with accusative case.

4.4 CONCLUSION

In this chapter, I provided evidence that long-distance bound subject anaphors in Malki Arabic occur in a CCA-configuration based on the properties of optionality, selection restrictions by the matrix verb, and availability of A-features on the head C. Thus, anaphors of this type are not counter-evidence to the phasal analysis of anaphoric binding domains. Within the current proposal, further support is provided to whole phases as binding domains, rather than spell-out domains (Charnavel & Sportiche 2016). I have also shown that, at least for subject anaphors in Malki Arabic, long-distance subject anaphors can be accounted for with phasal binding domains and movement, and resort to silent operators is not needed. In this chapter, support to the hypothesis that the anaphor occurring in an agreement position does not trigger exemption from Condition A is provided, hence confirming to the agreement condition on (exempt) anaphors (Charnavel 2019). I discussed the possibility of the anaphor agreement effect as a condition imposed by the external systems (LF and PF) and the idea of whether the
current proposal can extend to the accusative subject in embedded clauses in MSA.
CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION

The goal of this thesis was to show that long-distance binding with subject anaphors spanning across finite clauses does not bear evidence against the reduction of binding domains to phase theory. This thesis is in line with previous analyses which aim at reducing long-distance binding to local antecedence relations. In pursuit of this endeavor, based on data from Malki Arabic, I have shown that long-distance subject anaphors constitute a binding relation similar to a CCA-configuration, like hyperraising and long-distance agreement. The similarity lies in the movement of the syntactic item having a dependency with another element in another clause to a position at the edge of the embedded clause, following Wurmbrand (2019) and Lohninger et al. (2022). In line of this hypothesis, I argued that long-distance binding in Malki Arabic is a CCA-construction because the former shows the same properties of the latter. Like CCA-constructions, I have shown that constructions with long-distance bound subject anaphors are optional, restricted by the selection properties of matrix verbs, and include a C head that can host a probe with A and A’ features. Assuming a featural perspective on the A/A’ distinction, I have suggested that the edge of the embedded clause hosts a position with A-properties, given evidence from complementizer agreement which indicates that the phasal head C can be a composite probe for hosting ϕ-features, in addition to the regular A’-features.

Furthermore, the analysis proposed in this thesis indicates that reducing binding domains to spell-out domains is unwanted and thus taking whole phases as binding
domains is theoretically desirable. Spell-out binding domains require a containment of both the anaphor and the antecedent. In the context of the current proposal, I pointed out that containing both the long-distance subject anaphor and its antecedent in one spell-out domains is not possible, despite all the possible proposals on when phasal complements are sent to the interface. I conclude therefore that binding domains are better reduced to whole phases and not spell-out domains. Another point this thesis shows is that the current proposal also supports the definition of exemption proposed in Charnavel (2019).

Moreover, in this thesis, I have shown that the properties of the complement clause of the attitude predicate ḏana/hassib match the properties of a CP clause and not only a TP, contra arguments taking the complement clause as only a TP (Soltan 2007). Based on the cross-linguistic (morpho)syntactic and semantic properties of CP clauses, I have shown the complement clause of the attitude verb can be introduced by an overt complementizer, requires an embedded subject, can host negation markers, allows voice mismatching, and has a similar instance of the adverb in the main clause. The complement clause is also shown to be opaque to focus movement, have simultaneous or independent tense interpretations from the temporal interpretation of the matrix clause, be evaluated for truth, and allow shifted indexicals. Based on some of these CP properties, it appears that the complement of the attitude verb can also be a TP with the absence of the complementizer. Important to the proposal in this thesis is that I have shown that the binding relation is long-distance and spans across a finite clause boundary because the embedded clause which includes the subject anaphor and which is introduced
by an overt complementizer is a CP clause and not a TP/ECM.

Following the proposal in this thesis, I have shown the prospect of treating the anaphor agreement effect as an interface condition. This suggestion is supported by the movement of the subject anaphor from its canonical position of agreement before spell-out takes place. This thesis also highlighted a promising account of the accusative-marked embedded subject in MSA, following the proposal suggested in this thesis.
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